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BSU- The Idaho State Board of
Education met Thursday at the
BSU Student Union Building
February 28-29 and approved fee
increases for the !-busing System
and Health Oenter,
.
The aoardepproved the 12V2%
Increase for the BSU Housing
System and dormatory rates.
cave Boerl, Assistant Director of
the Office of Residential Life said
the increases were necessary.
"Utilities are killing us!" said
Boerl. He expected the utilities to
continue to rise, as well as food
costs.
This increase will be
effective for Fall Semester of
1980.
0". Davld Taylor, vice-president
of Student Affairs Office ex, pialned the Health Center fee
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increase by saying that ''the
Health Center has always operated at a deficit. Reserve funds
have been used (in' the past) at the
end of each budgeting period to ..
balance the budget but the reserves are no longer there."
The board also approved a
$1.50 registration· fee deletion
effective Fall Semester 1980. This
fee was implemented in 1977 by
the State Board to aid the implementation of a computarized prereqistratlon system. The fee was
to remain in effect for three years,
with the $3.00 Increase for the
Health Center and the $1.50 fee
increase at registration time this
fall.
The approval of the Idaho Public
Interest Research Group (PIRG)
- fee was postponed at the board
meeting.'
.
Richard Bullington [thiiT:I from left),
State Board of Education.

John Keiser, and David Taylor listen as Mke Cramer addresses the
Photo by lois Palmgren

P.... si anti ~R see Prov s Clos

Idaho. PIRGs have been successr' .
fully going In several other states
for the past ten years. I see a
by Mchelle Hartell
BSU- Thursday, February 28,
great deal of student apathy-this "
Associate Editor
'Associated Students of Boise
shows them how to be Involved. I
State
University
(ASB$U)
think we should include this on all
President Mke Cramer went be-' campuses."
.
BSU-The Associated Students' of
fore the Idaho State Board of
Finally, the issue of 'FIRG was
Boise State Unl\ll3rsity (ASBSU)
Education to request a $3.00 fee tabled until next month's meeting
held the primary
stectlons
Increase parsemester,
per fullIn Pocatello until legal details can
February 28-29 and added three
time student to finance the probe cleared up. Board members are
write-in sanatorlal candidates,
posed Public Interest Research : not generally opposed to PIRG,
Group (PIRG).
.
but to the ldeaot. raising the
leaving only 2 senate positions
"Last year I came to you with a
student fees for an organization.
open.
different request. Last year we
President Cramer said, In reIn a close race, presidential
(the students) wereiinposed.a
sponse'to
Vice
President
candidate Sally Thomas had 9
non-refundable, mandatory fee.
Gustaveson's statement to the
votes more than her opponent
'111e$3 fee we are asking for would
Board, "He is terribly inconsistent
Neal Wlsen.
In the vice-pres 1. be refundable unlike the $40 last
on his part. Last year he made no dentlal race, Beth S. Yeung reyear."··
..
mention conceming the fact that a ceived 69 votes more than her
ASBSU Vice President, Gus
majority of students were forced
opponent, Steve fvbmum.
GustaVesonvoiced his9Pposition
to pay $40 Increase [n fees. Now ,]he
Senate race will not be one.
to a fee lncreese and sald., ''The
in the face of $3 Increase, it is . that decides the winner but one
signatures P!RG has obtained are curious, mind-boggling and frusthat will decide senonty.
All
not a statllf,l1et1tof the true wishes
tratlng that the vice-president has senators receiving the most votes
of students.
tv'anY.,studehts
chosen to speak out against .a will have the option to serve
signed the petition under personal
student organization."..
.
one-half or an entire term: This
pressl!re< by the sollclter from
'By his own executive authority, . year is a special situation which
PIRG. tv'Bnysigned never hearing
ASBSU Mke Cramer hasailowed
will start the process of staggard
a critique of PIRG.fvbny signed
PIRG to use an office on the BSU elections. (
.. . ..
beCauseof the "refund system.."
campus.
Anita Wm:lwell wlth·73 votes
After a sp1rite<;ldebate over PIRG, ,
P,resently,.the PIRGoffice. Is and Kay Kemp with 69 votes are
and the legality of the organiza-beingrun
by volunteers but finanthe Business Senator candidates.
tlon in conJuction with Idaho clng for thePIRG as an ootlve
Bev Nicholls running for Health
statutes, State Board member,
organization would require more Science senator and' Debbie
Cheryl Hymas said, "I haVea hard
than volunteer WOrk. Cramer. Brooks for Education senator.
time realizing what Is wrong with
'CONTINUED TO PAGE 4
.'
by Mchelle Hartell
Associate Editor
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Both Nichol and Brooks are
running opposed for their respective schools.
Mchael M!ad wlth 41 votes will
run, along with write-in candidate
Fred Hall.who received 16 votes,
for the two Vo-tech senate seats.
~ne Hayel:' with 38 votes and
Burt Vl.arrel with 21 votes were
both write-in candidates for Arts
and Science Senate positions and
will be placed on the ballot in the
general election.
, ASBS.UBections officer, Steve

Palleson said, "Approximately 500
students voted. One reason for
the low tumout was that candidates did not do much carnpalqnlng.lts
the candidates' job' to
campaign and this publicity
brings in votes. Wth campaigning candidates can promote enthusiasmand motivation."
The ASB elections Board will
promote the candidate debates on
fvbmh 12 and the general election
to be held on !vbrch 19 & 20.
j

"cold-orin" Goes on Sale
BSU- The 1979-80 edition of the
Boise State University literary
'magazine "cold-drill," featuring a
special section 9f poetry written
by Idahoans about Idaho, went on
sale fvbmh 3 at the university
bookstore.
The 10th anniversary edition,
said the magazine's faculty advlsor Tom Tl'\lskY,"mlghtbe

teken ·from a 1980 Idaho license
plate, ''CL[)'DRL,'' Trusky said.'
One printing of the magazlnE1'
Includes the Idaho poetry produced on paper hand made by the
"cold-drill" staff from fibers ot.the
Idaho state flower,. syringa, cotton
fiber, and the skins of Idaho
potatoes.
Cost of the "Idaho
paper"edltlon is $5 per copy, with
the regular edition at $3. ,
I thought of·
an all-Idaho Issue,
Another feature of this year's
as most of the poems and stories
magazine Is the Inclusion of a
.are set here." The cover, done . , full-size movie poster designed by
with permission of the,. Idaho
BSU art major Fred Fritchman,
~ment.oftvbtorVel1lcles,is
CONTINUED
FROM PAGE4
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SPEAKERS
The BSU Parent
Education
Pro·
gram will present
a demonstration.
on
"Consequence.s
of Behavior,
Teaching Responsibility,
and Consistency,"
Thur s., Mar.
6 'at
7pm
in the
Education
Bldg.
rm.
222.
The
program is offered as a supplement
to
parent discussion
groups scheduled
in
Boise and is open to the public.

~
Sally Thomas
Business and Advertising
Brad tv'Brtin, IV~mager
Terry M;Guire, Sales
Kathy Clarkson, Receptionist
'David Mlsko, Bookkeeper

Dr. Jerry Tucker, BSU professor
of
education
will speak on environment
and education
Thur s., Mar. 6, at 8 pm
in the Boisean· Lounge of the SllB.
The talk' is J'po':!sorcd
by the Faculty
Wives and Women organization.
who
request
scholarship
donations
at the

News
Diane Barr, Editor
Mchelle Hartell, Associate
Wilma Wlods, Associate
Denise Mnor, Associate
Terrie Rowley, Associate
Julie Hall, Associate

door.
The social and legal implications
of
draft registration
will be argued by a
panel of nine activists
for and against
military conscription
Mon. Mar. 10 at
7:30pm
in the BSU Student
Union

Sports

Ballroom.
Sponsored
by ASBSU, the campus
forum
will
also
consider
legal
alternatives
to military
service,
the
need to reinstate
draft registration,
and' the success
of the all-volunteer
U.S. Army.
The public' is invited
to

Shawn deLoyola, Editor
Entertainment and Calendar
Don Be."Clay,Editor
tv'BryLou Vigil, Associate

participate

free

of charge.

Toastmasters
International
has
authorized
the formation of a new club
at BSU.
A 'I'oasrmasters
club can
offer you communications
and leadership training.
Make plans .to attend
the organizational
meeting
Mar.
5,
6pm, the Nez Perce Room at the SUB.
Please
sign
up
at
the
Student
Activities office and plan to attend.
It
may just be the best move you ever
make for your future,
your life and
your career.

Photos
Berne Jackson, Ch ief
tv'BryJane Oresik, Lab tectin/cian
Copy Layout
Chris Eynon, Chief
Randy Nettleton
ConmeRosco
Shelly MJore
Rose Long
Greg Jahn

THE ARTS

Ad Layout
Rhonda Boothe, Chief
Dan Kolsky
Laurie MJore
The University Arbiter is published weekly by students of
BSU. Contributions and advertising are solicited; the editors
reserve all rights. Offices are
located on the 2nd floor of the
SUB.
Hours 8:30 to 5:00
MJnday it/rough Friday.

385-1464.

The Department
of Theatre
Arts is
presenting
"Antigone"
by Sophocles
through March 8 in the Subal Theatre.
For reservations
call 385·1462.

TRAVEL
The BSU Travel Club is scheduling
a trip to Seattle during Spring Break.
Contact Brenda Freeman
at 385·1242
for more ·information.
Deadline
for
sign up is today.

ORGANIZATIONS
The
Classical
Liberals,
a new
student
organization,
will be meeting
Thurs., Mar. 6 at noon in the Bannock
Room of the SUB .. The group plans to
research and discuss economic issues
confronting
society today.
Interested
persons
are invited
to
bring
a sack lunch,
a friend,
and
attend.
The International
Student
Association monthly
meeting
will be Fri.,
Mar. 7 at 3:30pm in the Liberal Arts
Bldg. Rm. 208B.
'
The BSU Women's
Alliance will be
having
a potluck
meeting
and
get-together
at 7:00pm,
Wed.,
Mar.
12 in the Multi-Cultural
Center,
2256
University
Dr.
Everyone
welcome.
Bring a dish and table service,
and
join

us!

ANNOUNCEMENTS
_ Peace
Corps and Vista recruiters
will be at BSU to present
a slide show
and seminar
March
7 in the SUB
Caribou Rm, from noon to 1 :30. They
will also schedule
interviews
and give
information
about rheir agencies
Mar.
16-20 in the SUB lobby from 9 am to 5
pm each day.

Open auditions
for Noel Coward's
Blithe Spirit will be held Mar. 10th
and 11th from 7-9pm
at the Subal
Theater
Music Theater
Annex.
For
more information
call 385-1620.

Applicants
for editor of The Arbiter
should suLmit their resumes
to the
University
Publications
Advisory
Board in room 217 in the Administra·
tion Bldg., by 5 pm on Mar. 12.

The works of BSU faculty
Artists
are
currently
on
exhibit
in the
University
Gallery.
Works by half of
the faculty
are featured,
including
pieces
in nearly every media.
The
gallery
is' in the University
Liberal
Arts Building and is open from 9 am
to 4:30 pm.
Admission
is free.

Applications
are being accepted
for
Student
Assistant
to the Office
of
Student
Residential
Life for 1980·81.
Apply
at the Office
of Student
Residential
Life, Room 110, Administration Building,' 385-3986.
Deadline
for consideration
of applicants
is
March 14, 1980.

III

VETERANS
The
1980
edition
of "Federal
Benefits
for Veterans
and
Dependents"
is available
for $2 through
the
Superintende~t
of Documents
in
Washington,
D.C. 20402.
The
73·page
volume
contains
updated
compensation
and pension
rate
tables
and
rates
of pay
to
veterans
training
under
the GI Bill,
along with explanations
of general
eligibility
requirements
for various
benefits
available
to veterans
and
their dependents.
The booklet
also
provides convenient
listings of tollfree
numbers
that enable anyone in the 50
states to call VA for consultation
with
a veterans
counselor.

A neW scholarship
to encourage
excellence
in student piano and organ
performance
is being
offered
by
Hammond
Music,
5777
Fairview.
Continuing
full-time. students
will be
eligible
to compete
for the award
during auditions
later this spring, and
a specialrecitaf
featuring
the
scholarship
winners if planned
for the
fall semester.
.
Women
graduate'
students
are
encouraged
to apply
for a $2000
scholarship
offered
by Soroprimisr
International.
Send application,
three
letters of reference,
recent photo, and
personal
statement
to· Fellowship
Chairman,
Dr..Marie
L. Lacy, 1315
Walson'Rd.,
Colorado
Springs,
CO
80908.
Deadline
is April 1.

The
DAV
Vietnam
Veteran
Outreacb
Pro'gram
(a voluntary,
nonprofit
organization,
not a government
agency),
provides
'counseling
and
legal
services
for veterans.
Contact Norman Brown, 334·1956, for
more information.

Information
and application
forms
for research
grants
into' humanities
topics may be obtained
from Jackie
Day, 345-5346.
Grants are aponsored
by the Association
for the Humanities
in Idaho.
Deadline
for application
is

FINANCIAL AID

RECREATION

For details
of these
scholarships'
and application
forms,
contact
the
Office of Career 8£ Financial
Services,
Administration
Bldg. room 117.
Prospective
legal
secretaries
or
legal secretaries
continuing
education
in a legal field will be considered
for a
5350 scholarship
offered
by Boise
Legal
Secretaries
Assn.
Submit
application,
grade
transcript,
three
letters
of recommendation
and autobiographical
s t are m e n t to Mrs.
Marilyn
Wilson,
6031 Latigo
Dr.,
Boise 83705.
Deadline
is March 8.
Outstanding
Hispanic
American
students,
sophomore
or higher,
are
invited to apply for $400. undergraduate and $600 graduate
scholarships.
Applicants
must be from a migrant
background.
Deadline
for application
IS Mar. 10.
Students
with atleast2.5
GPA in an i
area relative to records management
may apply for a $300-$600 scholarship
offered by the Association
of Records
Managers
8£ Administrators.
Submit
application,
grade
transcript
and
three
letters
of reference
to Ron
Gillespie,
c/o Boise Cascade
Corp.,
P.O. Box 50, Boise 83728.
Deadline
for application
is March
15.

March

15.

There are ~everal· block classes
in
physical education
that have room for
more students.
Classes begin March
10th.
Sign up in the gym rm. 101.
Classes
include
jogging,
frizbee
football,
aerobic
dance,
tennis,
backpacking
and archery.
Volunteers
needed
to
coach
womon's
soccer games.
Call Bobbie
Kay Downend
at Boise City Recreation, 384-4258 or 384·4256.
Registration
continues
through
March
14 at Fort Boise Community
Center for the Spring Session I of arts
and
crafts
classes
and
women's
aerobics
classes,
sponsored
by the
Boise City Recreation
Department.
Both morning and evening classes are
available.
Classes begin the week of
March 3. For more information
call
384-4256.
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by Mchelle Hartell
Associate Editor ,
BSU-- The BSU Activities
Councll held their second meeting
February 25 to offer to those BSU
organization representatives attending, the by-laws' of the new
council and instructions for preparing an Associated Students of
Boise State Lkliverslty (ASB~U)
organization budget.
ASBSU Vice President carrel
Gustaveson presented the bylaws. Gustaveson said, "I was
encouraged by the attendance. .It
improved from the, first meeting,
. doobllng the attendance to about
one-half of the active organizations being represented at the
second meeting."
In an interview with Gustaveson
he said, "lnthe future, I see the
ktivities
Councll as a more
centralized system' of organization."
Wlen asked what the
ktivities
Councll would do for
organizations, Gustaveson said,
'''I/IJa (ASBSU) are not going to '
carry the ktivities
Oouncll forever, organizations are going to
have to decide What they want to
do.'"
,
Several representatives In at-,
tendance at the meeting were
questioned by the ARBITER to
find out what they thought of the
new organization.
Jim 'llA3bb represented the
Campus Christian Forum and felt
the ktivities
Counctt will be a
great way to know what is aoina
on, on campus. V\ebb said, ''You
get to know what other clubs are,
who their members are and what
they are doing in the club. A disadvantage will be that the ktivities Counclt is secondary and
won't hold top priority with clubs."
Belinda
Davis from
the
Anthropology
Club
said,
"ktivities Councll wouldn't benefit our particular club. V\e are
social oriented. V\e come together to see a slide show and have
refreshments. I'm opposed to the
possibility that it may be mandatory to belong to the ktivitles
Councll to stili be recognized by

1

I
i

11
Ii
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ASBSU."
Cindy Caskey from Alpha
Omicron, Pi sorority said, "They
talked about clubs at the meeting.
V\e are not a cl ub, V\e do not have
a budget with ASBSU and what
they wanted to do ~ith the
Council was not clear."
Annie Milcolm from BSU Child
Care Center hopes that the new
center can be pennanently Integrated Into the University and sees
the ktivitles Q)uncil as a way to

achieve this.
Milcolm said, "I
"hope that the Council will not be
tangled 'In bureaucracy and add
one more step to 'go through. It
will be excellent to serve both
small and large organizations In
Informing: "
\llbmen's Alliance representative, Lynn Alexis Mlrsh said,
"Hypothetically It could be good
but now there isn't anything
concrete: All they (ASj3SU)talked
about was the budget, and this

could have been accomplished by
a flyer. I didn't like the atmosphere."
Mirsh felt that there
should have been an opportunity
for Interaction between clubs.
_ lori MillO represented fllbrrison
Hall and the sorority, Gamma Phi
Beta. IVann said, "M>re organizations will kn(lW procedures (how
to get money) but If all of the
organizations do not come to
ktivitles
Councll, then ASBSU
might judge which, are more

BSU-o-. Rolando Bonachea,
associate dean .of the Boise State
l.Jr>iverslty School of Arts and
Sciences, has been named dean of
the St. louis ~Iversity Q)lIege of
Arts and.Sciences, St. Louis, fIIb.
In July, 1979, Bonachea, a BSU
associate professor of history,
had been appointed, associate
dean of the BSU School of Arts
and Sciences, working on curriculum development and review.
He had previously been In charge
of organizing a 1978 curriculum
review workshop which led to
on-going curriculum revision at
Boise State. He will assume his
new position on July 1.
As associate dean, Bonachea
has led committees considering
establishment of a BSU program
In intemational relations with
emphasis on energy in the 1980's,
and promotion of a general degree
program. He has also been a
member of the faculty development committee.
"Rolando's departure will bea
loss to the School of Arts and
Sciences here, and especially to
the students," said 0-. \l\Alliam
Keppler, dean of that Boise State
school.
"0-. Bonachea will provide the
university of St. louis
with
vigorous leadership and a good
faculty development program.
This is another example of, our
facuity members departing the

university for other positions,"
.Keppler said.
S1. louis University is a Jesuit
sister school to Georgetown
University, IllJashlngton, D.C.,
where Bonachea received his master's and doctorate degrees in
latin American studies. and history In 1971 and 1974. He was a
teaching fellow and lecturer of
history at Georgetown before
coming to Boise State in 1974.'
Bonachea is a member of the
latin American Studies Associa-

tee in 1977-78.
tlon, the Caribbean Studies
In i978 he did post-doctoral
Association,'
the
American
work at Stanford University under
Historical'
Society.
and the
a fellowship from the National
National Review Panel, division of
public programs, of the National ' Endowment for the Humanities.
Endowment for the Humanities.
. t-13 has written numerous arBonachea has served as a BSU
ticles and speeches orrthe regime
Faculty Senate representative and
of Fidel Castro in Cuba, having
chairman of the faculty grievance'
published one volume in a three
committee.
He has been a
volume series, "Revolutionary
member of the meaning of the
Struggle: The Collected V\.brks of
,Fidel Castro, 1947-1958." Voluniversity cornrnlttee, and was the
umes II and III will be published by
liberal arts representative to the
MT University Press this year.
BSU presidential search commit-

important than others."
Minn
said, "Neither of the organizations
I represented qual ify for money."
Mike
Phillips
represented
Omicron Delta Epsilon, the BSU
Economics fraternity.
Phillips
said, "Thektivities
Council will
be a system for better communication but requires a certain
amount of time on my part. Clubs '
will be able to find' out more of
what is going on and activities
that"are being planned."

N tlonot Science Foundation
Fun s Summer Science Sassi n
BSU--A
National
Science
Foundation
(NSF) grant of
$20,000 to Boise State University
will fund a fourth. session of
summer science training for talented Idaho high school juniors.
The BSU Honors Program
Summer Institute, June 6-July 18,
is oneof 111 NSF funded student
science training projects offering
college level instruction and laboratory work to science oriented
high school students;
Openings in the Boise State
program are available to 20 stu-

dents who will study mathematiCost for the six weeks' training
cal modeling with the computer,
will be about $375 for each
freshwater biology, and values in
student for room, board, and
science.
, Incidental expenses. Some of the
Selection of institute students
NSF grant will be available to
is' based on their scholastic
defer all or part of the cost for
ability, scientific motivation, and
students who otherwise would not
completion -ot selected science
be able to attend, according tc,
and mathematics courses.
~h.
Applications for the summer
There are no other NSF sponinstitute, due by April 1, may be
sored
projects available this
obtained from 0-. \l\Alliam P.
summer in Idaho, rv'ontana,
~h,
director of the BSU l-onors
Program, Boise State Lkliversity,
Eastern W:lshington, and Oregon,
~h
said.
Boise, Idaho B?Z25.
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G.O. status?

Find outMonday, March 10, at the BSU SUB
Ballroom, ,7:30 p.m., at the Campus Forum on
Draft Registratlo,n.
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by Gale Pooley
Arbiter Staff

"

CMOYNO
lDRIVE INNS

lhe policies of Guaranteed
Trust Insurance Company, which
currently covers most Boise State
students, are being questioned by·
a State Qlpartment of Insurance
official and the BSU athletic
physician.
. "The Qlpartment of Insurance
has fought a number of times with
Guaranteed Trust over their poor
handling of claims, ""said \l\.9yne
Soward, Supervlsor
of 'Public
Services of the department.
Guaranteed Trust was certified
by the state- a number of years
ago, said Soward, but he doesn't
understand 'why they are stili
certified. Guaranteed Trust has
insured Boise State for six years,
ever since they were awarded an
exclusive contract by the State
Board of Education.
Ed Caron, the local representative of Guaranteed Trust, said they
were chosen to Insure all Idaho
college students for medical insurance because they bid all other
Insurance companies and could
provide faster processing of
claims through a local Boise
office.
But BSU athletic physician Dr.
Richard . G.
Gardner
calls
Guaranteed Trust "sour grapes" .
Gardner said he has trouble
receiving satisfaction for claims
submitted through his office.
Gardner has been the BSU
athletic physician for 22 years and
said he had no problems with the
previous insurance companies
contracted by BSU.

i 905 DroadwGy
1273 S. Orchard

Your Molenaar's
.Representatives
on Campus

m~

Choose From
Our Selection of
Diamond Jewelry
Watches
Earrings
Pendants
and much more
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School Insurance Questioned

OUR DINHERS AI\E WINNtl\S

Pat

March

Jewelers
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DR. D.A. ROBISON
.OPTOMETRIST
Announcing
.The Opening OfHls Office
CORNER OF
BROADWAY & BOISE

ance would have to pay for it, and
Mlst BSU students (fJI percent)
are insured through Guaranteed those who did not want or need
the'lnsurance would not be reTrust.
Guaranteed
Trust
quired to go through the refund
requested and was granted a 33
percent rate hike last year bringing
petitioning process,"
the total insurance premium paid
Ed Caron of Guaranteed Trust
by each student every semester to
said that a positive check-off
$30. University of Idaho's scclwould cause the premium price to
dent-prone students have to pay
Increase about 30 percent or $9 a
$45 per semester,occordlng to semester.
Caron.
Davtd Taylor, Vice President
Caron also said students can
of Student Affairs said that a
receive a refund of this $30
change in the current procedure of
premium only after they come to
'a negative check-off for, paying .
thetr company representative loinsurance fees to a positive checkcated on the second floor of the
off
system 'should be revlewed
SUB between the. hours of 2:00
very carefully before any policy
and 4:00 o'clock any day except
changes are recommended to the
\l\A3dnesday. A 15 question petiState Board of Education.
.
tion form must be completed and
Two hundred and eighty BSU
submitted back to the company
students contacted by this reforrevlew. . The company then
porter were asked about the
decides whether or not to approve
Insurance program here at BSU.
or reject the refund request on the
These are the results: 77 percent
basis of a student having equivaknew they were covered with some
lent coverage and the student
kind of Insurance through the
promising to malntaln adequate
University. 28 percent knew they
coverage
through
out
the
could recieve a refund If they had
remainder of the semester.
other Insurance coverage.
13
Steve rv'arcumsaid he is In favor
percent knew' where, when and
of a "positive check-off" system
how to apply for the refund.
tor the insurance program at Boise
Of the 6,651 students at BSU
State. kcordlng to Mlrcum, "A
last semester, only 280 were
positive check-off system would
granted a refund according to
be a lot more efficient because
Caron.
- only those who need the insur-

o.
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advertising "Rudolph Valentater"
in the Italian film, - "La Dolce
Tuber."
Co-editors of "cold-drill" this
year are Rhonda Boothe, of
Kingston, who also edited last
year's magazine, and Brad Mlrtin ..

Put yourself where

384-9194
I)
Q
I)

you're needed

Glasses, Contact Lenses, Vision Training
Discount to College Students
Offering Trial Visit for Contact Lenses
A brief visit to the office during which hard or soft contacts may be
placed on your eyes so you may experience how thoy feel. Thoro Is no
charge for this type of visit. Should you wish a complete examination
and fitting an appointment will be arranged for another time.
.When calling lor Appointment:
Exam" or "Trial Visit."
.

Ple~e

~
I

r
I

"cold-drill"---------,.

IN UNITED FIRST BUILDING
CALL
FOR APPOINTMENT

.'

~pecllY "Complete

f

of Boise. '
The
1978-79
edition
of
"cold-drill" was named national
first place winner in annual competition at Columbia' University,
N.Y.
"cold-drill"
has consistently
garnered awards in the past few
years, being narned best university literary magazine in the U.S.
in 1978 by the Coordinatihg
Council of Literary Mlgazines,
New York City. The BSU magazine was selected by the Columbia
University School of Journalism
as a Gold Mldalist publication in
1978 and 1977.
The 1977 issue
was also selected for the University and College
Designers
Association's 1977 traveling exhibition.
'
The award-winning magazine is
printed by the BSU Printing and
Graphics Center.

PIRGIssu~ca-A

0°

CONTINUED

.(Joe

nppll(,a~IOnS

are now

b~ing
acceptedl forg

Rosalyn Barry. Chairman
University
Publications
Advisory Board
Communlcatlon Dept.
AZl7
..
Boise State University
Boise. Idaho 83725
Deadline:
5 p.m; Wednesday,
March IZ.
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more

The position of Editor
of the University Arbiter.
Applicants
must:
oBe a full time student at BSU
ClHave a minimum GPA of Z.5
• Have a minimum of two [Z]
semesters' experience
with a publication.
For more requirements
or to send your resume
contact:

FROM

estimates a' director's salary for
. PIRGat about $10,000 to $15,000 a
year. In addition there would be
rent, utilities and publication expenses.
'
Brad Mutln, a student omenlzer
of PIRG, went before the ASBSU
Senate \l\A3dnesday, February 2J
to ask for a loan of $466 to cover
buttons and fivers.
Mlrtln' said, "PIRG had no ~
intention of spending
money
than' they had" which happened·
through amlsunderstandlng. It is
an extremely gracious move on
behalf of the Senate."
. Senator Neal Wlson clarified
the polley of the Senate loans and
sald,"ln loaning $466, the money
will come back to the Senate as
soon as PIRG receives Its first
$466. If no money goes to PIRG
then the loan will be zeroed out."
President Mke Qamer alrea<l9
has an over spent budget
amounting to $63 worth of PIRG
expenditures .
The PIRG operation would engage in research, lobbying and
public education. Rhonda Boothe,
a student PIRG organizer says,
"Things that could be done by
PIRGon the BSU campus would
be' working on things such as
consumer reports, envlronmental
studies, Landlord-Tennant rights
and,Truth-ln-Testlng..
Specific
issues will have to be decided
.upon by the PIRG board of
directors. "

Peace Corps and VISTA Volunteers
have a tradition of sharing theis knowledge
and skills with the people of developing ,
nations and here at home. They're individuals who combine a special sense of
adventure with a desire to help other
.
people.
Your college degree OR appropriateG
work background may qualify you for the .
, experience 'of your life. Our representatives
will be pleased to discuss with you the
many volunteer openings beginning in the
next 12 months.

PeaOOC01"il1l§
. • ...r
ad VISTA
Experience

.

uwranteed
'<

March 7: Seminar, Noon -1:30. Caribou Room,
SUB.

, March 17-20: Information, 9am - 5pm. SUB
Lobby.

'

March 18-20:Scheduledinterview.§.

Career arid
Financial Planning Office, 117 Administration
Building. Sign up in advance.,
.
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I
by
and
Terrie Rowley
Associate Editors
BSU--President John Keiser
leaned back, loosened his tie and
puthis feet upon the coffee table.
Sehind him on the office, wall
hung his antique campaign button
collection.
.,
"I guess these just aren't polltical times," said Keiser after
hearing that only two students
tumed 'In petitions for studentbody president. "Idaho schools
are lust not as political as rnid-.
western schools
or eastern
schools," said Keiser, adding that
the homogeneity of Boise State
causes less pclltlcattenalon.
Regarding student demonstratlons against the 1% initiative,
nuclear waste disposal and other
subjects, Keiser said students
have every right to demonstrate
and a campus should be a forum
for the exchange of ideas.
Keiser said he supported PIRG
to the extent that it should be put
. on the Board of Education agenda
next Thursday and he admires the
students who put it there. "I agree
with the Philosophy of PIRG, but I
have problems with It. I question
the university collecting funds
from the students and tumlng

them over toa group extemal to
in athletics, the UCAA strives for
the campus for quasf-politlcal
excellence in the arts." Somepurposes, ','said Keiser.
times the men's and women's
He also questioned Imposing a athletics don't talk to each other,
. flat fee for both full and part-time
or the track and football coaches
students.
'don~
communicate," said Keiser,
Keiserthinks the legislature will
"but the BAA serves to unify
give BSU the governor's recomthem." Keiser said hopefully the
mended 17.9 million dollars.
UCAA will serve to unify the arts
Keiser said that drama, music and
in this area and give' a . new .
home economics departments will
dimension of excellence to Boise
not be cut, .as was rumored last
State.
spring.
. prised when Buss Conner re'The
rvbrrison
Center will
signed his position as head basprobably improve music and
ketball coach. A new coach will
drama at Boise State, according to
probably be selected in about two
Keiser, and at the same time
weeks, he said. Keiser hopes the
benefit the community.
pavilion will help build the basketThe center is costing 11 million
ball program as strong as the
dollars; 6 million for the classfootball program in order for the.
rooms and 5, million for the
pavilion to pay for itself. "It's hard
fVbrrison Performing Arts center.' , to attract a gooa coach or good
' "The music and drama department
players to that crackerbox we're
will'use it for classrooms dUring
playing in," said Keiser.
the day and the community and
He further explained that BSU
school can use it for performance, .was able to offer 9% interest rates
at night, "said Keiser. By sharing
on the Pavilion bonds through the
the center, he added, ''W3're
use of a special reserve fund. In
trying to make two and two equal
using this reserve fund BSU did
five."
not give. up any aspect of the
The University Community Arts
Pavilion construction package.
Association (UCAA) is presently
Wlen asked if he took "undoing a series of projects to help
necessary ribbing" from officials
fund the morrison center the first
of other colleges for the Broncos
of which was Side by Side by
not being able to participate in the
Sondhelm.
Big Sky football conference, he
Just as the Bronco Athletic
said yes but did not want to
Association strives for excenence
elaborate.

Unillersity
issues.

President,

John Keiser, discusses

current Boise State
Photo by lois Palmgren
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A Few Brave lads;'
A Blow for Fr edorrs
Last week a man stood on the lawn of the Al pha Tau omega House
at the U1iverslty of Idaho and shouted-"Roof them!"-whereupon
about a dozen partakers of higher education appeared on the roof of
the Uof I Student U1lon Building throwing eggs and tomatoes at the
two hundred or so people who had gathered to march on the Nbscow
Federal Building to protest the reinstatement of draft registration.
The sheer intellectual brilliance of manner in which the egg wielding
draft supporters expressed their political opinions proved two telling
points: one, the "Roof them" man had discovered that it Is a
characteristic of English grammar that a single word can be used as
both a noun and a verb without altering the fonn of the word; and
two, that the bold patriots had seen the movie Animal House.
Animal House, In case you are not familiar with It, is a comedy
movie about a college fratemlty; most of the jokes in the film revolve
around elaborate school boy pranks and scataloglcal humor. Not
surprisingly, whim Animal House premiered about two years ago
many college students took the antics in the movie to heart, setting
off a nation wide interest In fratemities, minor acts of vandalism, and
talking with one's mouth full. Even though the Animal House fad
became tiresome soon after It began, it is stili with us; as proven by
the U of I food flingers who plagiarized the food fight and parade
scenes of the film as a basis for their political statement in support
of the draft. W1i1eAnimal House stunts might be funny and clever in
the fantasy world of the movie screen, they are hardly the basis for
proving a political point; in fact, wDen such stunts are applied to a
real situation, as they were at U of I, they appear merely childish and
impress no one (except the news media, which managed to make the
food throwing the main thrust of their coverage of the draft
registration protest). If those students at U of I reaily wanted to
make a serious statement In favor of the draft they shculdhave
chosen a method compatable with the seriousness of the subject In
contention and not reverted to a media stunt, particularly an
unoriginal stunt.

0.8.

ences, these few hardly comprosupport PIRG but, whether or nof
mise the fact that a majority of
to take the time to apply for their
full-time students support PIRG,
. $3 tobe returned to them ... ~o. which Is all that PIRG has
cracy In action as you put it.
claimed.
•
Th~ is a higher social order than
Ps well, you alleged that our
democracy and that Is one of
petitioning
was an "unfair
individual choice. Your claim of
method" and that, petitioners apdemocratic action is depriving
plied "intense pressure" to obtain
students of their economic and
political liberty.
Wa Issue a signatures. Personally, my motive in supporting PIRGis the
waming to all people about your
Editor, The Arbiter,
belief that an infonned choice Is a
ideology ... Yoursoclal ideology is
Wly did they cut down the trees
better choice, and that PIRG is a
just
fine
so
long
as
you're
part
of
along the side of the tennis
viable way to provide citizens with
courts? Couldn't the Pavilion be the 51 percent. You better hope
useful infonnation; I know many
that
you
are
always
on
that
side
of
built without the destruction of all
PIRG supporters who also feel
evidence of natural beauty on the fence in your world of colthis way. Your unfounded allegalectivist
decisions.
this campus? One art studenttion that PIRG workers exercised
W3 are prepared to campaign
exclaimed that she could not
intense pressure Js an irresponsfor the positions on the board of
"study on this f-Ing ugly campus
Ible attack on our ethical integrity.
directors
within
your
democratic
and the cutting down of the trees
In your letter you stated that
organization,
and
the
first
issue
was the last straw."
we will research is the consumer _you thought that the basic conIt, is bad enough that the
fraud that PIRG has perpetrated cept of aPIRG was good. Such
Pavilion hits us in the pocket book
being the case, I would hope that
upon BSU.
for the next 35 or 40 years, but
in future discussion of the Issue,
Sincerely,
why take away our aesthetic
you would refrain from making
The
Silent
49
percent
pleasure along with our money.
unfounded 'assertions and per- 0
Neal Knight
To a person, every student that
sonal slights, and restrict your
has commented on the destruccomments to real issues releVant
tion of those trees Is angry.
to PIRG.
Mlybe the worst JWt of the
Fred Rockefeller
whole thing is that the trees stood
Editor, The Arbiter,
on an area that appears to be
Open
letter
to
Darrell
destined for parking for the Pavil- Gustaveson, ASBSU Vice Presi'tirO
ion. Another example of man's
dent:
Editor,
The
Arbiter,
propensity to "pave paradise and
response to your letter and
In iight (or to make light) of the
put up a par1<inglot?"
_
comments to the State Board of
Susie Nbrgan
recent controversy conceming the
Education in opposition to 'PIRG,
BSUStudent
Issue of PIRG, I would like to
not only do I object to your
make the following suggestion.
unsubstantiated allegations, but
Instead of money and time being
also to their implications with
wasted
on PIRG, I propose that
respect
to
the
characters
of
PIRG
Editor, The Arbiter,
student funding and othersupport
workers.
All we ask for is a positive
be directed in establishing an even
In your letter you alleged that
check-off.
more effective and relevant organstudent support for the organizaAnoperi
letter to - the Idaho
ization.Th,is organization could
tion
Was
not
as
PIRG
claimed.
In
PIRG:
be called BIRG or Being Informed
support of this, you alluded to
Please explain why a positive
By Reading Graffiti.
"several students," who had
check-off will not wor1<?
Just think of the wealth of
signed
the
petition
and
then
later
The silent 49 percent is not
knowledge and Infonnation left
changed their minds. ~tually,
against PIRG itself, but we object
the PIRG office has received undiscovered to most people just
to the way you have chosen to
requests to have five names because there isn't a publicly
finance yourself.
Ps it now
removed from the petition. Com- funded organization dedicated to
stands, students are not faced
CONTINUED
TO PAGE 7
bined with your "several" aqualntwith a choice of whether or not 'to

Why the Tre,es?~

Know Your Facts-

Not PIRG, but BIRG-

In

Democratic PIRG?-

ThiSLearning World

r
by Dr. Blchard Mllsler

. PaVilion Progress on 'Parade-These t~shad the audacIty to get In
the way of the Pavilion and should SMa as a warning to any students
.tnet might have similar Ideas.
'
Photo by lois Palm - ren'

I havean artist friend who works
longer hours than anyone I know.
His art shows it. You look at his
paintings and you can seethe full
development of a talent.
You
know that the artist has worked
long and hard. Wa were talking
.once and he.sald.:"
have to .use
my time well; it's really alii have."
I-e was, of course, correct. llme
Is our most precious possession.
It is life. Wa become aware of this
at critical moments, when a
person dies or becomes 11I,0r
when ~ a baby Is bom.
Yet
ordinarily-we
take time for
granted; and most of us manage It
• badly.
One of the most important
things a school or college could
,do would be to teach Its students
,how to use their time well. But
fonnal education does just the
opposite. Schools make sure that
students will get no experteoce In
organiilng their own" time. 'A
student's day Is scheduled as fully
as possible by teachers and
administrators.
Instructors In
lrtdlvldual courses feel obliged to
provide a full array of deadlines

n 11
and schedules of their-own. The
their hands.
"Ekln't just do
job of students la to follow
something, sit there."
This Is
schedules, meet deadlines.
what teachers fear most, the loss
Educators control students
of control. If students are doing
closely.
They fear that the what they are told, it is easy to
. a1temative is wasted time. This
believe they are leaming somestrategy guarantees that students,
thing.
once they leave school, will waste
D3scheduled education will be
enonnous amounts of time. On 'difficult' for many teachers to
, their own at last, they will find
accept. Students will make decithat they have never learned to sions about their time that seem
take charge of thei r lives. Fonnal wrong or unwise to the teachers. It
education has extended childhood
will seem as If time is being
and dependence.
wasted. But the time will not be
, '\'IA1eredid all the time go'?"
wasted at all. It will be well used,
"I got, nothing done today. "
for the students will be leaming to
"I can't seem to get organized."
be Individuals who are responsible
These are the familiar refrains of
iorthelr own lives, who know how
.people who are struggling, often
to use their most precious posunsuccessfully, to manage their-- session, time.
own time, to get their lives under
Nbst subjects In the curriculum
control. The inablllity to use their
mayor may not be used later In
own timewell is a major barrier to . life.
Sociology,
philosophy,'
productivity and happiness. Peachemistry and the others can be
pie with such problernspave'
usefulln
some situations, but
sometimes been excellent stumay well be Irrelevant In others.
dents, learning history, mathe-,
An' educational program that:
mattes or literature.
But their'
teaches students to use their time
education was clearly deficient.
well will always be useful. Pd
A major Improvement In educapresent schools are usually part of
tlonwould be descheduling. Let
the problem ratherthan part of the
the students have some time on
solution.
.
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OUTRIDER
by GanyWlls

The Discipline of Truth
by Garry Wlls

look at the ugly reality on our

own.
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Ps the hostages' ordeal grinds
on, I begin to wonder what would
have happened if Andrew Young
had still been at the' United
Nations when. they were taken.
Ambassador' M::Henry has been
very competent in dealing with his
asslqnment,
within the constraints of a fluctuating polley at
the Wlite l-ouse,
But Young
helped make polley, as well as
carry it out. And the frankness for
which he was famed would have
served him well in the real world of
ayatollahs and radical student
kidnappers.
Pretend, for a moment, that
Young's dispute over meeting with
the Palestinians had not arisen, or
had not been blown out of' all
proportion.
Wlat would his
response to the demands of the
kidnappers have been? First of
all, he would not have denied the
obvious-that the CIA had installed the shah as America's
puppet; that this was deeply and
rightly resented by the Iranian
people, who had overthrown the
. shah in the first place; and that
this made us jointly responsible
for the shah's excesses and
Injustices. All these propositions
are demonstrably true, anddenying them does us no good in the
world's eyes.
Of course, America Is not good
at admitting any faults.
Wlen
Senator f<ennedy attacked the
shah, Americans seenl generally
to have taken that as an attack on
America. He was appeasing the
kidnappers by telling the truthwhich means one must utter
falsehoods, If necessary, to demonstrate one's patriotism.
. The trouble with such a tough
stance of Infallibility Is that, once.
we have struck the pose, any
necessary concessions to the
truth become a more abject
"surrender" than would admission
from the outset that there are
wrongs on our side, too. Concession at a later stage does
signal a kind of yielding to greater
force, not a brave' acceptance of
the facts about ourselves.
And this, of course, Is what
President Carter is engaged In-a
shame-faced yielding to certaln
demands after long proclamation
that he would dono such thing.
The inquiry Into the shah's crimes
will occur In some tribunal at
some time; and America's faults·
will be revealed more by others
than by ourselves. (The noble
thing about the fvtIlal investigation Is that we were not afraid to

In other words, it has taken us
three months to be dragged,
kicking and screaming, to the
point Andrew Young'mlght have
started from. That means we have
lost three rronths of the hostages'
lives spent under distorting pressures. ~ reach the place where
we should have begun, but with
.great wear on the captives' nerves
and less honor in our own stance.
It is always dangerous to build
policies from a denial of reality.
1M denied for decades the reality
that Talwan was a small seceding
part of China, not China itself. ~
denied that the communist states
.could be other than monollthto in
their.unlon-which made us delay
the split between Russia and
China (so useful to us now) .
~ denied that Cuba had reason
to arm itself with missiles when
her giant neighbor had Invaded her
once, tried to destroy her crops
and economy, and was plotting to
assassinate her ruler. Once the
missiles were in place, we denied
Khrushchev the chance to save
face In an open.trade-off for our
obsolete missiles
In "Turkey
(scheduled for withdrawal anyway). This led to Khrushchev's
fall from power-with the result
that any future Russian leader will
be more rigid with Americans in
order to escape Khrushchev's
fate-as we saw in the response to
carter's anger over troops In
Cuba.
Patriotlsmshouid not mean the
maintenance of pretense, a desperate alr of vlrtue,where
real
wrongs have been done. That is
not honorable, and not even
practical. If supporting our hostages means defending the snah's
record, then we are committed to
a dishonorable course of lying as
the way to be true to ourselves.
And if we are forced, anyway, to
back off from our claims, we get
credit neither for honesty nor for
shrewdness. ~ end up not only
liars, but ineffectual liars-using
falsehoods while getting no real
use from them. That Is why it was
so prudent as well as virtuous to
have In the U.N. a man ''recklessly" Willing to admit to basic
truths as his first Instinct rather
than his last.
V\kJ needed an
AndreW Young when our, test
came, the test of our w11i1ngness
to be honest with ourselves and
the world. Telling the truth is not
appeasement.

In the spirit of Easter, a silver
dove pendant she'll treasure forever!
Zales graceful sterling silver dove pendants
are lovely gift? for this Easter... and forever!
$12.50
Enjoy it now with.Zales
Masler Charge'
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bring this Information to light. In
the library's' restrooms alone are
enough types of inforrna,tion to
Bolit-amost of the problems that
we as clt!zens of the United States
are faced with. The problems of
the Iranian crisis, dependence on
foreign oil, foreign relations, sexual disorders,' and many others
would be washed (or flushed)
away if patriotic citizens, ~uch as
ourselves unselfishly established
BIRG.
The purpose of BIRGwould be
to record and storE!.all of this
information and then use it to
inform our state and federal
legislators and even help our
president In his momentous decl-
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slons. Thus they would have a
(Ingeron the pulse of the common ~
man. Wth this wealth of knowledge our govemment ,would be
able to keep abreast of the
thoughts and wishes of most
Americans. Also those of us that
are too timid to express our
opinions could sharpen up our
pencils and write our thoughts on
the walls and then it could be
brought before the pu!?lIc by this
noble organization.
'
So come on fellow students,
let's get' unified and organize
BIRG so-that never agaln will Qur
uninformed public servants be
caught with ,their pants down.
Sincerely,
Greg Taylor
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Asmus Wins freedom Foundation Award
by Terrie H. Rowley
Associate 6:iltor

,

throughout the Ullted States to
receive an "award for excellence in
private enterprize education" from
[)". BarTy Asmus was selected
the Freedom Foundation.
A
as one of thirteen IndiViduals
plaque and monetary gift of $5,000
will b!:l given to Asmus on Mly 8th
at Valley Forge, Pennsylvania.
kcon:IJng to Asmus, "Freedom
Foundation's purpose Is to resur- ,
rect some, If not all of the Ideas
, of Adam Smith. Those being a
limited government and free enterprise economy. Limited government means that the government
supports national defense,' some
public goods, and a court system
to abjudicate property rights.
After that It's very questionable
• whether the government has to
continue to grow and belnvalved
In every sector of our llves ... now a
young man can't even build a tree,
house without going through
some government agency."
Asmus was surprised to receive
the award, as in the past recipIents have been people of national
and international repute.
The Freedom Foundation was
especially
Impressed with a
course taught by [)". D::m Billings,

,:

Associate Dean toST. Louis

0'

Crime Is Increasing in Boise.
Cralg Huntsman, crime prevention
officer for the Boise police, cited
statistics from the National Crime
Index which show large percentage Increases in major crimes in
Boise since 1975. These statistics

0'

0'

0'

Peace Corps, Vista Recruite
Peace Corps and Vista recruiters will be at BSU to
present a slide show and seminar March 7 In the
Caribou Room the Student Union Building 'rom 12
noon to 1:30 p.m. They will also schedule Interviews
and give tnformatton about their agencies March
16-2(;:n the SUB lobby 'rom 9 a.rn •• 5 p.m. each day.

0'

Award For BSUEconomist

0'

Dr. Berry E. Asmus, BSU protessor
economics,
has been selected as one ot 13 U.S. citizens to receive
the Freedom Foundation award 'or excellence In
private enterprise education.
Asmus will receive the foundatton plaque and
award
$5,000 at a Valley Forge, Pann., ceremony
May 8.
c

BSUMusic Major Recital

0'

EdProf Speaks on Environment

0'

Dr. Jerry Tucker, BSU protessor
educatlon, will
speak on environment and education
Thursday,
March 6. Kls lecture, fifth In the university eerles
this year, will begin at 8 p.m. In the Bolsean Lounge
the BSU Student Union BUilding.
Tucker will
discuss environmental
quality' and economic
well-being, and the roles
government, Industry,
citizens' groups and Individuals In education 'or
survival. The talk Is sponsored by the Faculty Wives
and Women group, who request scholarship
donations at the door.
'.

0'

by Vicki Childs
Arbiter Staff

0'

0'

0'

BSU music education major David R. Sower will
present a clarinet recital March 7 at 7:15 p.m. In the
BSU Music Dept. Recital Hell.
There will be a BSU senior music recital with
Ronda Booth on flute March 10 at 6:15 p.rn, In the
Muslc/Drwna room-111.
The public Is Invited to attend the recitals without
charge.

BSUForum Debates Draft
<

0'

-

The soclal and legal Implications 01 draft registration will be argued by a panel
nine activists 'or and
against military conscription Monday, March 10. The
Campus Fprum will begin at 7:30p.m. In the BSU
SUB Ballroom. The public Is Invited to participate
frea
charge.

0'

0'

tntormatlon 'or this space I~ prOVided by the Olllceo' In'ormatlon services, Ad. B1dil., R~ 123, or phone 385-1562

Coming Soon to '
-

'

EASTGATESHOPPING CENTER
610 East Hoist! Avenue

',,"

less government solutions, more
private solutions less public solutions."
[)". Asmus has been a professor
of economics In the School of
BusineSs for nine years. - H3 has

limited government but we have
an all pervasive govemment.
I
think the Freedom's Foundation
interests and my personal interests dovetail."
H3 also added, "The Freedom's
Foundation and myself are lookIng at market solutions not political solutions, market solutions

been nominated as BSU's- outstanding educator several _times
and was selected as the OutstandIng Professor In 1973-74. In recent
years he has become' one of the
most eloquent defenders, of the
free enterprise system- and his
speaking engagements have taken
him throughout the United States.

sin

rl

,B_ IS

The third In a series
six 'rea lecture-demonstrattons 'or psrente will be held March 6 at 7 p.rn, In
room m of the Education Building. Consequences
behavlor, teaching responsibility and conslstoncy
will be the topics discussed.
Persons wishing
additional Intormatlon should contect Dr. Katherine
Widner, BSU Parent Education center, 385-3270.

School Arts and Sciences, has been named dean
the St. louis University College
Arts and Sciences,
St. louis, Mo.
In July, 1979, Bonachea, a BSU associate protessor
history, had been appointed associate dean
the
BSU School of Arts and Sciences, working on
curriculum development and r.evlew.
He had
previously been In charge
organizing a 1978
curriculum review workshop' which led to on-golng
curriculum revision at Boise State. He will assume
his new position July 1.
•

limited government, volunteer exchange principles. But now It's a
country that for various reasons
has drifted a long ways from both
f1"69 market and from limited
government. W3 no longer have a

111

III

Parent Workshop

Dr. Rolando Bonachea, associate dean 0' the BSU'

0'

[)". John Mtchell along with
Asmus last spring to school
. teachers throughout the Boise
Valley.
'_
'
The class could ,haw been
called "All you wanted.to know
about Adam Smith but were afraid
to ask," It consisted of lectures
and discussions on the beliefs of
that free market· philosopher.
Wlenasked about his view on
the present state of the U.S.
economy, Asmus said", "This
country was, at one time, one
which pretty well believed In
" Adam Smith and the free market,

November got in through open
included the follOWing increases:
Rape-35 Percent, Robbery-35 per- doors and windows.
cent, Aggravated Assault-138 perThe Police Department recomcent, Burglary-40 percent, and
mends good solid doors and use
Auto-Theft-26 percent.
of proper locks - especially oneThese crime statistics should
inch dead bolt locks and "Chariey
be of concem to BSU students as
Bars" or sticks to brace sliding
the areas south and east of the
glass windows and doors. They
campus where many students live also advise against opening your
are considered major crime areas door without knOWing who is
In the city.
behind it as there is a rise in this
The area located on the east
kind of forced entry by criminals.
side of Broaday Avenue from the
The standard advice of.maklng
Boise River to the highway is the
your home look occupied with
number one crime occurrence area
lights on In several rooms, a radio
in Boise for last year. The area
tumed on and outside lighting Is
south of the River and the BSU recommended.
Landscaping
campus from Broaday to Capital
should also be trimmed back to
Blvd. boundarled by Boise Avenue
preven] hiding places for burglars.
and Rossi Street is rated number
Neighborhood Wetch Programs
four.
and Home Security Surveys are
These crime statistics pose real
available with help from the Crime
problems for students living -in
Prevention Office at the Boise
these areas. "People are unaware
Police D:lpartment. They advise
of the amount of crime In their
citizens to, Identify, record arid
area," said Huntsman, "citizens
mark their property; Engravers are
should anticipate being a potentavailable on loan from the Police
ial victlrn, They are too lax and
D:lpartment for citizen use. This
should prepare themselves." in 90
percent of all crimes the oppor- . property identification' makes It
harder for criminals to sell stolen
tunity is there.
'~need
to
goods and aids Identification of
reverse this trend and take opportunity away from the criminal," he . property which is a major problem
in the solution of burglary crimes.
said.
Since 1974 residential burglarThe Boise Police Department
ies have increased 133 percent in
needs volunteers to helpwith their
Boise. The Boise police under the
crime prevention program. Traindirection of Craig Huntsman have
ing will be provided to votunteers
launched a major campaign to
willing to help with Home Security
reduce crime through a crime
SL!,rveys. Clerical and public
prevention program.
But, as
relations volunteers are also
.Huntsman stated, "Crlrnepreven-:
needed. Lectures and workshops
tion does not work. without comare aVailable to groups interested
munity Inwlvement.
We could
in furthering their crime prevenreduce burglaries by 30 percent if
tlon infonnation.,
Please call,
people would lock their doors and
377.fJ677if you are Interested in
windows."
Fifty percent of the
helping the Crime Prevention efburglaries committed in Boise last
fort or need any further informayear from
August
through
tion.
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Some Boise State English
themselves said an instructor.
teachers said they are upset over 'This puts a kink In the teacher's
the cutting of thirty-five English ,schedule and the class Itselfclasses for the upcoming Boise
especially when a lot of material
, Young Witer's Conference to be' must be covered.
held at BSU April 2.
English
Fearing reprisals, most English
teachers were notified by letter on
teachers wished to remain anonyFebruary 11 thatexe¢utive vicenious but were vehemently oppresident, Dr., BUllington, "had
posed to the cancellation of their
,'authorized use of .those claSS~ classes.
One instructor said,
rooms" for the assemblage.
''There Is no question that the
.
None of the ten teachers surBoise Young Witer's Conference
veyed were against the conference'
(BYV\C) invaluably enl1ances the
itself, but objected to the sched- . stylistic skill of young Writers;
uling of the event 'on BSU stuhowever, in my opinion this event
dents and BSU teacher's class ,should not pre-empt -regularly
time.
In previous years the
scheduled classes for which BSU
conferences were scheduled on
students are paying.
Further-'
teacher's holidays -which didn't
more, only two months prior to
disrupt syllabUSes.
the event, professors were told,
Besides the fact that BSU
not asked, tei suspend ttielr
students are unknowingly footing,
classes on April second. This
thetab{orthe
spaceprovidedfpr
action by' [)". Bullington appears
the conference, the college stu-'
to raflect a serious disregard for
dents and their ieachers will have student services _and, fl}.culty
to makeup the lost Jecture'tirl)6
CONT'INUJ;:DTO
PAGE
10
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Several

Let us make yours the .
wedding oj the year,

teochers
leaV~,ng

~~
3018 Overland
Boise 343-2303

(fonnerly Tue&dai/s Child)

(cps)-Four englneenng professors'atthe lkllverslty of illinois are
leaving for higher-paying jobs In
private industry, and illinois can't
find anyone willing to replace
them.
Illinois, in fact, can't
persuade many of Its undergrad
engineers to even train to replace
the departing teachers.
It's happening ali over. The
lkllversity . of New tv"exico is
having so much trouble hiring new
engineering faculty members that
it Is "borrowing" engineers from
area businesses to lecture part
time. The Oregon State School of
Engineering, according to the.
OSU Barometer, expects to lose a
quarter of Its faculty at the end of
the year.
In all, the National Science
Foundation estimates there are
currently 2000 vacant engineering
teaching positions In American
colleges and universities.
The
problem of filling the vacancies
nasuotten. so severe that some
CONTINUED
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students

.Gain Experience
BSlJ-Region ten of the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency
and Boise State University School
of. Health Sciences have entered
into an agreement to provide
training for Environmental Health
students.
.'
lklder this agreement, EPAwili
hire students to work 20 hours per
week in areas related to Environmental Health. The work experIence will be closely related to the
students' curriculum and will provide the student with' prOmotional
and leaming opportunities under
the program.
The two students recently selected by EPA are carla Levinski
and Julie Claibome. Both women
.. are Seniors in the Environmental
Health program In the 03partment
of Community and Environmental
Health.
D'. Bdon Edmundson, Director
of the Environmental Health program, views this cooperative
agreement as a valuable opportunity for BSU students.

~
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Ray Rose

.

Friend, Advisor

H~ Holpsyouooo
Qui(:§\tly.

NorthV.Y~ter.n

Mutual.li1e

lHEQUIErCOMPANY
HANKWB\lH8iBYC.U.D.
2309 Mountalnview Drive
377-0210

BSUStudents

..........

.to be Honored

-

..

"

"

The sixth annual Student Recognition Dinner will be held on
Thursday, I\.ttlrch 6, 1980, at 6:30
p.rn. In the Student Union
Ballroom. The dinner Is an annual
event designed to express thanks
and appreciation to the many
students who provide leadership
and service to the Unlversity'over
the year. Invited guests Include:
'ASBSU student leaders, Student
Union Program Board leaders,
faculty and administrative representatlves, past presidents and
vice-presidents of the ASBSU, and
members of the State Board of
Education.
Featured speaker for the evenIng will be Govemor John Evans.
In addition to remarks from
Govemor Evan.s. there wlli be the
presentation of the President's
Award (for Outstanding service to
Boise State University);
the
ASBSU Award (for outstanding
service for and In behalf of
students
at BSU); and the
DIrector's' Award (for outstandlnq
service to the betterment of student activities and programs of
Boise State lkllverslty);
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(CPS)-Low, gray clouds hung
around Pikes Peak on Feb. 20,
providing an appropriately somber
mood at the Olympic Training
Center, whereafhletes prepared to
leam if they would get to go to the
tvbscow Olympics this summer.
tvbst already knew the answer.
IVany hadgiveri
up hope in
mid-January,
when President
carter first threatened to boycott
the summer games .unless the
Soviet Union withdrew its troops
from Afghanistan by a Feb. 20
deadline.
Some of the athletes here had
gone home. Wlen presidential
aide Lloyd Cutler announced that
moming that the games would
indeed be boycotted, some of the
athletes who stayed tried 10 deny
it was really happening. Others,
like Terry Place, claimed they still
hoped. They would keep practlcing in spite of everything.
"Wa knew what they would say
this moming," Place,a member of
the first U.S. women's volleyball
team to ever qualify forthe g3lTIes,
said while picking over a green
salad in the Training Center's
dining hall.
cespite strong suspicions that
Cutler's announcement was the
end of her Olympic hopes, we just
hope the president will back out of
a foolish decision.
'W3 don't have time to worry
about their wars," she adds bit, ter1y. 'W3're too busy practicing."
As bad as the announcement
made her feel, she remembers the
hardest part of dealing with the
boycott· threat was in midJanuary, when carter first proposed it.
'W3 had a lot of trouble·
practicing because we d!dn't know
if we were going. In the moming,
we would go to practice and think
'W1at are we doing in this gym?' "

March 5,1980

But Place and her teammates
maintained an exhausting practice
schedule anyway, laboring nearly
eight hours a day, six days a
week.
They've been at the
Training Center-a former Air
Force base and headquarters for
the North American Air. Qlfense
Command-since
IVarch, 1978,
except tor six weeks off at
Christmas and for occasional
tours.
Before that the 22-year-old
Place had been at It since 1973,
starting with the Junior National
Volleyball Team through high
school, and for a year-and-a-half
at the University of Southem
Califomla.
At the end of the hard work, she
knew, would be the Olympics.
"I've wanted to be in the Olympics
since the first time I watched them
on lV," the Redondo Beach, Ca.,
native recalls over her lunch." I
didn't know what sport. It didn't
really matter. I just wanted to be
there."
Consequently, she's not well
prepared to be elsewhere.
"If they cancel the games, I'll
probably just go back to L.A and
get ajob, maybe in a sportscllnlc.
Except for a few babysitting jobs.
I've never worked."
From the middle of the cafeteria, a U.S. Olympic Committee
(USOC) spokesman called for the
athletes' attention:
"The things you heard this
momlng don't change our posltion. The USOC said they will
decide in April (Whether to honor
the boycott), and their position
still stands.
The govemment
would like us to make our decision
right away, but we will wait and
see if there is a shift in public
opinion. You just keep about your
training."
The
announcement
'was

. that a lot of teams have not been
received by a little applause.
selected yet. M:Jst of them want
'W3've even gotten letters and
to keep going until the last
telegrams calling us unpatriotic,"
minute, hanging onto .the ten
Place says with disgust. One of
percent chance that we may still
her teammates got a letter earlier
go to IVbscow. "
in the day that promises a
For Place's volleyball team, it's
forthcoming athletic event of ''the
no or never. "If you look at the
highest caliber, outside the Soviet
Union."
Her teammate .:Iaughs potential basketball play~rs,
they're probably still In school.
humorlessly, "Yea, highest athleihey might not go to rv'bscow, but
tic caliber."
they still have the. NCAA (tour"Shifting public opinion Is
ney), etc. This is the chance for
about the only chance we have,"
the volleyball team."
Place confirms.
He thinks taking that chance
Center Dractor Bob IVathias
away isn't thebest way to respond
calls it "the ten percent chance."
to the Soviet lklion's invasion of
IVathias, dressed in red and
Afghanistan. "If you want to get
smoking a cigar In an office filled
tough, there should be a complete
with plaques and trophies from
political, economic, and diplohis days as an Olympic athlete,
matic boycott against them. They
cautions, ''You have to remember

CONTINUED
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educators fear for the discipline'S
future even as it ascends to a peak
of undergraduate popularity.
"It's a very reat and very serious
problem," observes 0'. Donald
IVarlowe of the American Society
for Engineering Education. ''The
future looks even bleaker."
Universities can't keep their
engineering faculty because they
cant- match the salaries regularly
offered by private industry.
The College Placement Council
says graduating engineering seniors can expect starting salaries of
around $20,000 this year. The
average salary of a full engineering professor, by contrast, is just
$27,000.
,
The prospect for raising those
salaries and keeping faculty . is
dim.
"As you know," MlrIowe
says, "thls is a very tough time for
college financing."
tvbst colleges have responded
to the tension between increasing

HERS

CONTINUED
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rights. Possibly the present low
-morale of faculty and students on
campus might be due in part to
this kind of inconsiderate treatment."
Another
teacher,
wayne
Chatterton, praised the concept of
the conference but worried about
setting a precident that would
allow administration to arbitrarily
cut classes for simillar activities
in the future. He noted that class
cutting was a common practice
when Boise State was a four-year
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armed forces on the GI Bill." undergraduate enrollments and
The overloading,
he adds,
decreasing numbers of faculty
threatens the quality of education.
members by "stretching the sysMJch of the engineering curritem," and cramming more stuculum is lab work, which is "not
dents into fewer classes.
rlfarlowe says class sizes are . as readily expanded as our lecture
now ''worse than they- were in
courses."
"Laboratory classes can get so
1947, when courses were inundated by students just out of the
CONTINUED
TO PAGE II
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Kt. Bridal Sot
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could care less about the U.S.
going to rv'bscow. If we're going
to hurt them, we'll haVe to take
stronger steps, someplace else."
A substitute National Sports
Festival wouldn't be the best
"someplace. else," .according to
most of the athletes in .colorado
Springs. Place predicts many of
the athletes wouldn't attend one.
Gathered around a tv at dinner,
the athletes respond to a broadcast suggestion of the festival
with catcalls and boos.
"Ohh
Yipppeee," sighs one of the few
weight lifters who didn't leave the
Training Center three weeks before.
, AI oerter, a three-time Olympic
competitor who favors the boy-
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municipal college. He commented, "Class time should be the
paramount consideration.
I deplore the tendency to cut classes
for nonacademic purposes."
The Boise Young Wlter's
Conference is geared to the high
school students of Boise who are
Interested in writing as a career.
The meetings are given by professionals' in the. publishing,
teaching, and joumalism fields.
Boise State co-sponsors the event
in that they organize and coordinate the times and place for the
conference.
It is a non-profit activity although a srnalt charge of around
three doliars is charged to cover
food costs.
Registration is required beforehand to plan the
number of meals; approximately
one-hundred an£:!fifty people are
expected.
.Al:cording to 0'. Charley D:ivis
who heads the BSU English Dept.,
_the Ideal place.to hold the meeting
would be at the SUB. The only
problem is that it would cost
seven or eight-hundred dollars.
"lklless the university is the sole
sponsor, you haVeto pay. Surely
an exception can be made," he
remarked.
BSU campus lends Itself to the
learning atmosphere for the meeting of the high school age crowd
which explains why a convention
centersuch as the Red Uon M:Jtor
.'Inn wOuldn't be as beneficial a
setting,. said D:ivis...
. The English teachers ,. aren't'
happy apout having their schedules rearranged; but solutions to
the intemalcontroversy do offer a
ray of hope.
Funds could be
solicited in advance for renting
space !at the SUB either through
university· monies or from the
businesses· sPonsoring the convention.
Govemment grants
might be available .• Possibly the
SUB could make exceptions for
non-profit activities, J:X. D:ivis
suggested.
Anyone
of these ideas, if,'
implemented, would surely ingratiate the English teachers and
wouldri'ttax1heir schedules. The
college students wouldn't have to'
pay for something they didn't
knowabout.at registration time as
well._> The writing aspirants attending the BYV\Ccould then go
during the week and get taste of
university life.
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cott, appears.on the screen next.
The dining hall erupts In obscenItles, with one volleyball player
er "swallow a
:,%1 proposl~g that
/;:l discus.
...,
;W~ In fact, the USOC formally has .'
;\] until M:iy. 24, when M:lscow
,.:~ appli;.atlons are due, to decide to .
(Ai comply with Carter's boycott.
rvbthlas says the usce may.
"4 simply elect not to file an official
entry because the word boycott
had legal Imptlcatlons that could
kj end the games forever.
.
;)1 'In the Interim, Place w!ll try to
il figure out what to do with her life.
1',1 She's dismissed professional
:! volleyball because It is "not very
i I exciting." There Is a non-profes'i sional league in Italy that holds
j
some appeal, if only because the
:) players get $1200 a month "for
!1 . expenses." .
; 'J,
But she plays volleyball for
other reasons. "It's so easy when
it's good volleyball.
Wten it's
running smoothly, it is more fun
than anything, like a machine
running with 12 arms and legs."
So she's not sure about her
future. rvbybe "I'd like to get ali
art portfolio together, and get a
job in art, or go to art school."
But the team Is due at an
evening-long meeting to discuss
the future. Before rushing to it,
she concludes, '111e worst .... the
hardest part of it all is that
somebody else could change what
we worked so hard for."

;:;1

i~!
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One way to offset the effects of inflation in 1980 is to have an additional source of
Income. The Idaho Air Guard provides an excellent second income source.
*IT ADDS HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS TO YOUR ANNUAL INCOME.
*YOU GAIN ADDITIONAL RETIREMENT BENEFITS AND SECURITY.
.,1-YOU ENJOY YOUR REGULAR CIVILIAN WAY OF LIFE.
OFFERS EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE TO STUDENTS.

*IT

IDAHO AIR GUARD

·385..5385
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overt:rowdect"that experiments are
done with two stuoents at the
front of the room, and with the
rest just watching them. Labortory experimentation
becomes
more
demonstration.
So at
some point, quality can deteriorate.Wa may begetting to that
point now." ' ...
Yet "recognition of the problem
hasn't reached the level of college
or business presidents yet," so
solutions are far from being
implemented.
Part of the solution, he says,
will involve convincing
more
undergraduates to go on to graduate work,·and then to teaching.
There are actually fewer students
in graduate-level engineering pro··
grams than there were a decade
ago. Ar1 increasing parcentaqe of
today's engineering grad students, moreover, are foreign' students who will probably leave the
U.S. after graduation.
/¥. the University of Rorida,
graduate engineering enrollment
has dropped 6.5 percent since
1973, despite a doubled reseerch
budget that promised potential
students bigger stipends ... The
stipends, however, werenqt big
enough to compete with business
salaries given engineers with new
baccalaureate degrees.
.To try to solve the problem, a
bill has been Introduced in the
state legislature that would give
free graduate tuition to top undergraduate engineers.
o
But the most useful lure,
M:1r1owecontends, would be "a
satary scale that would persuade
more students to stay In school
through grad school, and then
stay on to teach."
But even If colleges found the
money tor better salaries today,
"it would be ten years before the
situation would change appreci.ably."
.
If .it doesn't change, M:1rlowe
sees danger ahead. lilt's kind of a
seed com. problem for industry
right now" because, as education
programs ..deteriorate, ·Industry
will have fewer. top-quallty. engineers to hire.
..

a.

Custom Frames
Wheel Building
Touring Gear
0el nell I e Col nago
e Campagnolo
11119 Broadway
343.,.3782·

Run
By Cyclists For Cyclists
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Drop by for aflyeron

.

Boise Oycl ing Club Spring· Events.

COVElUG
Coming in next week 'sArbiter
Students: This lsvour chance to learn about
the candidates and the ·issues. Bean informed
voter and make an informed choice.
GENERAL· EL.ECTION Wednesday
-~._-~_
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restl rsTake the
Sky
fi e
.by Mke Riplinger
Arbiter Staff

won his opening round match and
then upset number one seed t::avid
Hansen of \l\eber State 12-10 In
the semi-finals.
_
In the finals Pugmire outlasted
Brad Bann of Mmtana to take a
grueling 6-5 overtime win.
"[»ug is such.' a fighter, he
doesn't know he's supposed to be
beat," said Young. "~ring the
regular season we wrestled three
different
wrestlers
against
\l\eber'st::avid Hansen arid each
time Hansen won by' a superior
decision."
ceail schmanskl knocked off
two seedect wrestlers in the first
two rounds including defending
Big Sky Champ Russ Gampbell of
wac, to gain the finals. Schanski
putup a fie'rce battle in the finals,
but lost a close decision, 11-8.to
M>ntana
State's
Larry
laFountain.
"If you take out the \l\eber State
wrestlers that Schmanski and
Pugmire upset and put them inthe
finals, \l\eberwould probably have
won it all," said Young.
Bronco 190 pounder Harold
Wttman placed second for BSU.
He lost to tvbntana's rugged Scott
rvbrton 12-3 in the finals ..
Though the Broncos won four
individual titles and had two
second place finishers, -the real
edge came In the consolation
rounds.
Freshman James Wiliams at
134, placed third by beating
rv'BU'sJeff Todd 5-3. Heavyweight
t::ave Amsden also took third,
upending Mke Taylor of NAU 5-1.Freshman Scott Hill at 118
pounds made a strong bid to
advance to the finals but lost in
overtime
to M>ntana's
Tom
Patlerno 2-1. HlII was edged out
be Kerry Norman of \l\eber State In
the consolation finals and ended
up fourth.
Broy Thompson, the number
one seed at 158lbs. had to default
in the semi-finals after he unintentionally slammed ISU's Nlch
Hetrick. The referee stopped the
match and gave the win to Hetricl<
when he was no longer able to
continue. Thompson had to settle
for fourth place because of this
disappointing setback.
"I really feel bad about Broy's
default," said Young. "I considered him to be the second or
third best wrestler In the whole
toumament, and Since he is a
senior, this was his last chance to
go to the nationals.
He has
worked so hard it's a shame to see
this happen. "
The Broncos who finished the
season with a 10-6 overal dun!
mark and a 5-1 conference mark
will. send Barrett, Pugmire, \/\bod
and Braseth to the NCAA Championship' which will be held in
Corvallis, Or. fv'brch 13-15.

The Boise State westling team
jed by an unexpected surge from
its freshman grapplers had a
surprisingly easy time en route to
their seventh straight Big Sky
Conference wrestling champion·shlp.
----:
, . The BroncoS blew away the rest
of tlie Big Sky including pretoumament favorite, \l\ebsr State,
when they amassed 80 points. to
win the title going away.
.
tvbntana surprised everyone
. whenthey edged out \.II..eber State
.for second 61-59. Idaho State
finished fourth with 31 pclnts,
followed by tvbntana State.with 19
Gary Little breezes to a new meet record, 53.5 seconds, in the 400-meter hurdles in last Saturday's BSU
arid Northern Arizona with 16.
All-comers flllJet.
Photo by Jennifer Farquharson
"Coming into the tournament I
thought we had a 50-50 chance to
win it all," said Coach Mke
Young. "But I never expected or
even thought of winning by as big
the 1979 record of 10.74 set by
meter hurdles, finishing in 53.5.
(BSU)- The Boise State University
a margin as we did."
Ken Sam of BSU.
Wlile Chris Smith cleared 6-10 in
''This was the first time that
track team opened the 1980 outt::ave Steffens ran very well in
three different schools (BSU,
door season this past Saturday' the high jump.
the 5,000 meters tuming in a 14:47
\l\eber State, and Mintana) all had
with some excellent early season
The mile relay team also
for first place.
an equal chance of winning the
performances ..,.The Broncos will
lowered the AlI~Comer's meet
Other Bronco first place finnot compete this weekend but will
title," continued Young.
standard by about nine seconds,
ishers Included the 440 relay team
''The crowd though, (the largest
compete the following weekend at
tuming in a 3:21.1 time. This
(42.5),
Bill
Bailey
In
the
shot
put
in seven years) was a definite
the Oregon Invitational in Eugene,
year's team members include GarY
1
(50-2 12), I-bward. Conley in the
advantage to us. As enthusiastic
OR on tv'Brch 15.
Little,
Curtis
Arthur,
Dave
800 meters (1:56.6), Kenrick
Seven meet records were set in
and vocal as they were, there was
Bradbum, and Kenrick Carnerud.
Camerud in the long jump
the men's portion of the meet,
no doubt that they helped us out
3
(26-3 /.1), and t::ave Kerby In the
One other record was set.
four by members of the BSU
immensely," said Young.
Former
BSU standout
Rod
pole vault (15-6).
squad. Sean Gaferty broke his
Defending champions Scott.
Carnerud
and
Kerby
also
had
Pearsall,
now
competing
for
the
own record in the 110 meter hiQh
Barrett at 126100., ~vin \/\bod at
record
setting
performances
in
Aggie Running Olub, was clocked'
hurdles with a 14.4 clocking. Gary
167 and 177 pounder Bill Braseth
in 10.4 in the 100 meters, breaking
thel r events.
Little set a new standard in the 400
all won their second straight
championships for the Broncos.
Barrett powered his way to the
title with consecutive pins over
\l\eber's Steve Perea in the semimittee.
teams that dominates the NIT
by Jerry Richards
finals and tvbntana's Doug Forrest
Sometimes
I
could
swallow
perennially.
Arbiter Staff
in the finals.
myself
in
righteous
indignation.
Again, notwithstanding the fact
\/\bod, voted the Outstanding
By
the
way,
last
week's
picks.
that
\l\eber
State
rates
as
high
as
Now that basketball season is
Westier In the toumament by the
came
out
to
2-3,
giving
your
14th in the coaches' poll, they
finished for most of.the schools in
coaches" pinned his opponent in
erstwhile correspondent a final
were seeded in the first round of
the country, it seemly behooveth
the semi-finals, and then won a
31-14
Big
Sky
prognostication
the
NCAA
toumament,
which
your humble reporter ito stretch .
superior decision over \l\eber's
record
an
overall
.689
average
ostensibly
gives
the
country's
out a little, break the routine of
Ron Packard in the finals.
for the seven weeks of the season
sixteen best teams a rest until the
picking potential winners, and
\/\bod ended the regular season
the
Arbiter
covered:
If
Idaho
had
second
round.
offer some semi-pertinent comwith the best record in the Big Sky
beaten
tvbntana
like
ihey
were
Oh
...
meanwhlle,
Brigham
mentary on some of the activity of,
with a 37-4-1 mark.
.
Young, down the road a way Oust supposed to, and for that matter
the recent past.
Bill Braseth, the defending Big
did
twice
during
the
season,
my
happens
to
be
in
the
Vwstem
First, it somehow strains one's
Sky Champ, having problems
average would have sneaked up
Athletic Conference, which Vleber
sense of equity watching the
during the regular season, came
to .711. Ah well, such are the
didn't lose a game against) does
toumament moguls kick the Big
into the toumament seeded only
fortunes
of
war
and
sports
comget
to
skip
the
first
round,
by
the
Sky Conference around.
The
fourth.
But Braseth showed
mentary
...
grace
of
the
basketball
comUniversity of Idaho ended the
championship
form by overseason with a 17-10 record, which
whelming number one seeded Neil
ain't superhuman, but it's better
Freitas in the semi-final round,
than Penn, Princeton, or Loyola,
and then cruised through the
and just as good as UCLA or
finals by beating NAU's l'Iarl<
Tennessee - all of which were
Roberts 9-3.
chosen among the country's .lop
Both Freitas and Roberts had
48 by the Powers That Be in the
beaten Braseth twice during the
Smoke-Filled Rooms.
regular season but Bill evidently
(BSU)- The Boise State University
meters (1:00.8), freshman Cindy
In addition, the National Invitawomen's track and field team
Stewart In the high jump (5-2), and
owns the Big Sky when it comes
tional Toumament could have
eamed . six first place and six
junior Connie Taylor in the 100
to toumament time.
picked Idaho up even after they
second place finishers in the
It was the freshmen who won
meters (12.1).
lost to tvbntana, but chose in:
Boise All-Comers meet held this,
the
toumament for Boise State:
Freshman hurdler Teri I\/eece
stead to select Pepperdine,
past weekend at Bronco Stadium,
Though not meant to. down play
placed second in the 400 meter
Alabama, Birmingham, Wchita
Freshman \l\endy SchWarz, of
the fine performances by Barrett,
hurdles, setting a new school
State, Mchigan, Mnnesota, and
\/\bod, or Braseth. Coming into
8:len, 10, placed first In the long
record of 1:12.7.
.
Pitt, all of which had weal<er
the toumament BSU was not
jump, hitting 16-11, and broke the
season records.
"Teri ran" the 400 meters for the
expected to do well at 118, 134,
old school record of 16-9112 set by
Lest we forget the, the Vandals
first time and broke a school
142, and 150, but the freshman at
Joyce Taylor in 1979. Schwarz
have beaten Las Vegas, ~r
record. Ann t::amiano held off
these weights didn't listen to the
eamed a second place in the 100
State and .PepPerc!lne (twice),
. Karma Osbum to win the 400
so-called
experts and came
meter hurdles.
each of which made It into one of
meters where at the last meet
.Sophomore Diana M:Anulty
through as giant killers.
the above-mentioned toumeys,
Osbum caught her from behind at
had a successfulaftemoon,
set''Those freshmen' really came
plus Oregon, Penn State and
the finish." I am very optimistic
through In the Clutch," said
Duffers need not apply, but
ting meet records' In the discus
Nebraska. Such pushover comperegarding our freshman. They are
(121-2) and In the. shot put
Young. ''lpeymade the difference
sharp and consistent golfers are
tition Idaho's faced up to thisdoing superb," added Fahleson.
because we weren't. expected, to
needed for the BS'U golf team.
(33-103A).
year.
The track team will have two
Freshman Val DJorak, a capital
fare that well at those weight
The first meet for the Broncos 'Is
Perhaps the most painful 1hlng
weeks of Workouts in preparation
High SChool graduate,took first in
classes, but they really showed
fvbrch. 27-29_inReno, so Interabout I~, though, is that with Dm
for the Boise State. Y\b men's
the 200 meters with a new meet
that they're tough kids."
I ested ..·pIDtles should Inquire with
Newman and Brian Kellerman,
Invitational whiCh.will take place
record time of 25.4.
Doug Pugmire led the charge as
Idaho was the Big Sky teamrrost
he came o.utof nowhere to win tlie . coach Doug Oliver as soon as
In Bronco Stadium on Mlmh 15
Other meet JeCords were set by
likely to be able to run, gun and
142100. championship .. Pugmire t:;.po;;.;;~S;.:.sl;;;.bl;;;.e;...' ~--A
freshman-Annt::amlano In the 400
beginning at noon.
jump with the sw~of.
EaStem
,.:

Track

pens

Big Sky Ignore

utdoor S Olson

g

Bois .St te omen
Sh ttertr cl<Recor

Able-bodied
Golfers: Applyl
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The 80lse State Lkliversity
gymnastics team will host the
Lkliversity of Nevada/Reno and
Mmtana State Lkliversity In Its
final meet of the 1979-80 season
this Saturday. Warch8, In the BSU
gymnasium.
.
The meet will begin at 7:30 pm.
This meet will be the Bronco's
final tune-up before. the NCVI.6A
Regional Championships
take
place on Warch 2Q.21In Spokane,

WA
This will be the first meeting
- between
Boise
State
and
Nevada/Reno and the second
meeting between tv'bntana State
and BSU.
The Broncos outscored the
Bobcats 130.10 to 125.25 in their
first competition ..
. "Nevada/Reno will only be
fielding
partial team and
tv'bntanaState has improved tremendously since we met them in
January. This should be a ~
fine meet," said BSU coach John
Head.'
.
In competition this past weekend, the Boise State University
gymnastics team place fourth In a
meet held Saturday in Eugene,
OR, against three division I
schools. Oregon State University
won the meet with. a score of
141.65 followed by the University
of Oregon with 136.8, the
University of \I\l3.shington with
.133.65, and. Boise State with
131.3.
. Former Borah High School star
Lori Talbot retumed to action for

a

i

s
the Broncos at Eugene after
missing several meets with an
Injury.
She competed on the
balance beam, and scored an 8.4
on ,the uneven bars to lead the
team in that event.
Shalagh Astor scored the
hlqhest finish forthe ~roncos; her,

GOVERNOR'S

SUMMER INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

The following is an addition to an advertisement recently published
in this newspaper regarding positions available to college students
under the Governor's Summer Internship Program. Students may
obtain detailed information -from Dr. Bill Mech, or the Career
Services Office,

8.65' on the balance 'beam was
good enough for second-place In
the event.
'
''This meet was very good
experience for us." said BSU
coach John Head. "Everyone did
a good job and held their. composure under pressure."

POSITIONS

Department

of Parks & Recreation: (7 positions) Assist park

planner; survey bicyclists; outdoor recreation plan; disperses
recreation resources; waterway user survey; water trails.

f'

B seoon T e im oPI' ys'
orthwest Nazar- ne
(BSU)- The Boise State University
baseball
team
hosts
the
Northwest NazareneCrusaders for
a doubl,ebeaderthls Saturday and
a single game the following
Tuesday. Game time Saturday Is
1pm.
Tuesday's single game
starts at 3 prn.
.
Bronco home games will be
played at Borah High School's
diamond this spring.
The Broncos, 1-3 following their
season opening series against
hard hitting BYU. played very well
this past weekend. according to
Coach Ross Vaughn..
"I was really pleased with the
way we played. especially in light
of the fact that our pre-game
infield before Friday's opener was .
the first time the team had been
able to get on the baseball
diamond this season," Vaughn
said.
"BYU is an excellent team and
was hitting .350 when they came

in here, so they can hit anybody."
Vaughn added. "OUr pitchers did
get knocked around but dldnt do
that badly. Also, I thought we hit
the ball well.
Overall, I was
pleased."
The Broncos dropped the first
two gamesbn Friday, 6-4 and
1~10.
In the second game,
leftfielder Scott Wiliams hit a
grand slam in the first inning,
highlighting the game.
BSU dropped an f'r4 decision to
BYU on Saturday, but came back
to win a 7-2 nightcap and register
their first win of the 1980 season-.
Kelly Sur leads the team in
hitting with a .600 average (3 for 5)
while- Cory Bridges leads the
regulars with a AOO average (4 for
10). Rick Stromer has two home
runs alreadly to lead the team .
Freshman Lou Freter picked up
the win in the final game, scattering six hits in going the distance.

Bicycle. Center
Specialists In

Touring * Racing

11

BMX

Spring Special
lOSP Sale $124.95 Complete
1 Day Repair Service
Touring Equipment now in stock
Let AI, -Les and Angela
Solve Your Cycling Needs
(208) 343-2941
1015 Vista Avenue Boise,Idaho 83705

-

Brihmg in your

ISU III and Receive
free t OozoMichelob
01
Mich~lob Lighfwit,h lPurch~se
of any of our_Great
Hambullrger$
Good th ru 'Ma:rch 8th 1980
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Guth Waterln-g Hamburger-Experl~ncel
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around it. This setup allows for a
piano, tvtCandless on oboe or
free-floating,
and sometimes
screaming soprano sax, and
crazily tangential, improvization
Samuels either on vibes, marimba
scheme for any of the three.
or traps, the sound is high and
Every now and then you come
If this sounds hard to fathom,
light but stili possessed of a.
across a musical experience that's
remember I said it was chalwarmth
and
subtle
fullness
that
truly challenging. If you can face
lerlging music. It's also 'hard to
comes with their' understanding
up and drop a fewnotions about
transfer such a listening expereach other's approach and blendwhat music is supposed to be like,
ience onto paper, without getting
ing
in.
and simply get into the sounds on
either
highly technical (which I
In such shorter numbers as
their own terms, such an experhave) or overly transcendental,
''Wlnderlust''
the
i'ence can be tremendously re- - tvtCandless'
which this music also lends itself.
group sounds much like the
warding.
to.
The net effeet can be
reedman'squartet,
Oregon.
The
This was the kind of presentadisturbing, galling, jaunty or medrhythmic background is often of
tion .that Paul [v'bClandless, Art
itative, depending on how the
Indian or African complexity, reLande and cave Samuels made to
musicians
get their message
peating almost constantly until a
cap the Boise State Festival of
across.
refrain passage is reached, shiftJazz last Friday night.
V\tlile
However, it is never forqetable.
ing around and coming back into
three welt-known small ensembles
.. Face it, unless you're in tune with
the
repeating
rhymlcagain.
On
had earlier run the gamut ofsiNing
the basics of what makes human
this foundation, the most exotic
piano, bebop and fusion, and high
beings tick, you can't pull off this
school dixie and big bands had and alien harrnonles : somehow
type of performance.
Lande,
make
sense
even
to
the
jaded
filled the two-day festival, the trio
tvtCandless and Samuels not only
rock-and-mll ear, especially when
(which at tvtCandless' request
pulled it off, they planted it and
Samuels or tvtCandless winds a
was not Introduced as the "Paul
made
it grow.
vaguely
Oriental
melody
line
tvtCandless Trio") offered an
expansion for the willing musical
mind.
The concert started out chal. lenglng the assumption that muwell into the part, mocking and
by Steve Corbett sic has to be continuous to make
defying Creon and brow beating
sense. The three started playing a
her weak willed sister Ismene.
A tall, statuesque woman enters
long, slow, pining tune, with
tv1lrie Tomlin, as the simpering
upon the stage, followed by her
tvtCandless exploring the upper
Ismene, tums in a fine performmeek
sister
Ismene.
Antigone,
a
limits of the oboe, Samuels
ance.
princess of Thebes, is piotting to
bringing every conceivable color
It is Cunningham, however, who
defy her uncle, King Creon.
out of his marimba, xylaphone,
pulls,
pushes and builds this
BSU's
production
of
Sophocles'
vibes, bells and what-have-you,
show. He struts about the stage
immortal tragedy Antigone is
and Lande doing everything with a
with kingly poise, imaginin~ plots
every English Comp. and lntro. to
cold-drill co-editors Btpd fvtJ.rtinand Rhonda Boothe preparing
piano except playing on the keys.
against his authority and suspectTheatre
instructors
dream.
This
1979-1980edition of BSU literary magazine.
Before long, there was not even
Photo by lois Palrnqren
ing everyone, including his own
classic tale of hubris; fratricide,
'the vestige of melody they once
son of selling out to enemies of
devotion and thwarted love, porhad shown, and the music was a
the state.
Cunningham rails
trays in vivid detail what instrucseries of sometimes-jointed,
against his advisors, his family,
tors have been trying to pound
sometimes-not rhythms and timhis people and eventually, even
into freshmen for years, the
bres on various obscure percusIdaho, Oregon, Nevada, and Utah.
his Gods. It is this, his pride in
"Environment and 8:Jucation: A
beauty
of
early
drama.
sion and flute instruments. The
I-1:l worked with the Idaho Attomey
kingship above his piety that
View from the Commons" will be
sound was the thing, and the
BSU's
production
is
very
well
General's
Office
and State
eventually causes his life to
the topic presented by
Jerry
rhythm was what brought it alive.
done. Although not as exciting as
D:lpartment of 8:Jucation on the
Tucker tv1lrch 6 in the fifth
collapse into bloody ruins.
For the mostly-high school
Oedipus or as well written as
state plan for environmental eduSentencing Antigone to death
program of the Boise State
crowd,
it
was
time
to
get
nervous,
Oedipus
at
C%nus,
Antigone
canon-and the science curriculum
University faculty lecture series
for defying his decree, Creon
chatter a bit and wonder what was
nonetheless swells with drama
guide.
breaks the heart of his son
this year.
going on.
The trio switched
and emotion.
A president of the Boise State
Haimon, betrothed to Antigone.
instruments,
some
more
until
Tucker, professor of science
University faculty senate from
King Creon, magnificently porHaimon, played by t<Bn Jenkins,
eventually all three were back on ,
and environmental education at
trayed by Patrick Cunningham;
1977-79,Tucker has also served as
takes
his own life in order to join
their usual instruments.
The
Boise State, will examine the
member and chairman of' the
has decreed that Antigone'S
Antigone
in the underworld.
rhythms got less hectic, har-.
concem for environmental quality
'Idaho Council of Higher &lucation
brother, Polynices, killed by his
Creon's wife, Eurydice, portrayed
monies started to develop, and
ana economic well-being and the
own brother in an attempted coup,
faculties. '
by Colleen Loyd,' takes her own
finally they broke into a Dixie rag
roles of govemment, industry,
Other lectures in the series
is to remain unburied for his
life in grief over the loss of her
on a whim .. Gradually, this grew crimes against the state. The
citizens groups, and individuals in
scheduled for spring semester are
son.
out
of
tonality,
the
rhythms
got
environmental education.
The
entire action of-the play evolves
an appearance of U.S. Senator
All is not blood and tears in this
more angular, Lande broke into a from
public lecture will begin at 8pm in
Creon's·
decree
and
Wlliam Proxmire who will speak
show, however. Tom Hanigan
progreSsive jazz riff and the trio
the Boisean Lounge of the !3SU on govemment jnlsuse of funds
Antigone's
determination
to
provides comic relief as an addled
.
Student Union Building.
tv1lrch'15, and BSU biology pro- . was home.
render her brother burial honors.
sentry intent upon savipg himself,
Another· assumption the trio
fessor
Dr.
lVlarcia
WcklowTucker. lias acted as profesAs Antigone, M91anieYellen is (if no one else) from Creon's
broke is that music must have a
Howard who will give a slide
sionalconsultant
for local and
wrath. Hanigan does an excellent
driving bass to sound complete. In aptly strongwilled and regal. After
lecture on edible and poisonous'
CONTINUED
TO. PAGE 15
.regional school district science
a slightly slow start, Yellen moved
the basic' formation" Lande on
mushrooms April 18.
and environmental programs in
by Bud Humphrey
Arbiter Staff ,

Antigone R view d

Tucker

ex.

.:.:..:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.: ..:.:.:.

"It's true. People have
troubBe rememb~ring
My Words. Moses had

such abaci memory I
~ad t@givehiM

tablets."
r.'

•

Spring into foshlon
Thursday March 13·

7:00p.m.
SUOOallraom

A fashion show of
spring fcshlons in 1980
for men & women
Tickets
$1.00 in advance
$2.00 at the door
Oenefit forldaho
Special Olympics
,·Foshloos:

OoJongles..

.
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ARBITER,
Entertainment, Wednesday, March 5,1980

The

A Film Buy-line

Talkies:
*)

Illness and fatigue decimated
, our reviewers this week but two
hardy souls managed to take in
Fatso, a comedy with Tom Deluise
and Anne,Bancroft (who wrote and
directed it).

Tv'arianneFlag (
take this move seriously. l-opefully, no one will take it at all. Too I Fatso is Anne Bancroft's first
attempt at writing and directing.
much eating, too much crying,
Bancroft, a terrifiC actress, (The
and a "happily-ever-after" ending
make Anne Bancroft's production , Graduate, The Turning Point) has
of 'Fatso a rronurnental flop. ! created an interesting failure.
You'll get more than your fill of I She' has a nice feel for ethnic
I life, but her inexperience as a
bad comedy if you see this film.

\!I.nene'Jer the actors wish to
express any emotion at all, they
cry-and cry and cry.
Don 031 uise and Bancroft act
competently (for what they haveto
do), but hopefully Bancroft's next
movie wil.1show more directorial
maturity.

director sabotages the film In
nearly every scene.
The film
quality is' annoyingly grainy, the
colors are anemic and washedout. The photography is.dizzingly
out-of-focus.
Bancroft uses far too many
close-ups of faces and food.

,rv

Karl Knapp ( 7~J. )'
\/IAlatgays saw in,Cruising as an
attack on homosexuality, fat people will see in Fatso as an attack
on obesity. The only problem is,
no one will, or is supposed to,

Comedy
Presented
i'

...~

The Idaho Public Theater presents the fifth offeri ng of it's
season, ' a zany comedy called
Accommodations by Nick Hall.
This rollicking show will be preceeded l1y a full course dinner at
Old Vlbrld Catering, formerly
Chapin's, at 1551 Federal Way.
The play runs Thursdays, Fridays, 1
and Saturdays from Tv'arch 6th I
through Tv'arch22nd. The doors
will open at 6:00pm with an open
bar; dinner will be served at 7:00
pm and the performance begins at
8:15pm.
Prices are $11.00 on
Thursdays and $1-2.00on Fridays
and Saturdays for dinner and
show, $4.00 on Thursdays and I
$5;Q() on Fridays and Saturdays I
for show only. For information
and reservations, call 343-7560.
Accommodations is a recent
comedy hit with acomtemporary
theme.
\/IAlen an adventurous
homemaker abandons her suburban home and moves to a two
room apartment, the fun begins as
she disccvers her new roommates
to, be a bewildered psychology
student and a dizzy actress, Her
jealous husband who keeps trying
to win her back adds even more
hilarity to the light-hearted chaos.
Join this zany group of ecentrics
for an uproarious evening of
delicious dining and delightful
. humour.
Direction is H. Paul K1lss, who
most recently won .critical acclaim as "Andrew" in the Idaho
Public Theater's last production of
Sleuth. M'. K1lss Is a nationally
known director and actor who has
worked for over thirty years with
major theatre companies throughout the U.S.
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job when being funny, but begins
to. ha\ie difficulty in serious moments.
creon's downfall, forseen by
both the prophet Teireslas and the
Chorus of The ban elders soon
crashes down upon him. Tv'ark
Keenan, as Tetreslas carries the
age and wisdom of the blind
prophet convincingly. The Chorus
composed of six elders and led by
Choraqbs
Holly
Quedens
acquiesces to Creon's rantlngs
and helps to keep the audience
filled In on what's going on. Lisa
IVeredlth, as a chorus I)19mber,
deserves special mention for her
''volce of doom" conviction and
credibility.
IX. Charles Lauterbai:k may be
deservedly proud of welding such
a large, vari-talentedC!ilSt Into a
fine, workable show.
This,
coupled with eff,ective mus,Ical
SAT & SUN: 12:00,2:30,5:00,
. 7:30, lit 10:00
~companlment and very effect Ive
',/
MON,-FRI AT 7:30 & 10:.00
lighting, brlng, An, tigone to life .. ,
,
•
", '
tv\' final advice to aH...go see , •
1=/1='
the play, it, beats the hell put of ". i 7061
. and Rd, 377
.~

i
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PEANUTS'@
.He{, LUCILLE, L(OUWANNA
I1EAR TI1E CUTE Tl1IN6
THAT PIG-PEN SAIDiO
ME l.fE5TERDAL(?

Calendo,

by Charles M. Schulz

I""'l'---------~
rl-U5 WAs CUTEJ1,,(lS

WednesdGy Mat. 5,

WA5REALLl( curE ...

"Antigone," a.tscm, Subal.Thoatre
. Watch KAID TV Festival, 80, March
1-16
"celd-drlll" on sale bookstore
VITA Incemo tax assistance, SUB,
3-8pm
Deadline for sign up with Trip Club for
seattle

Th~tsdC!lYMat. 6
Feculty Lecturo series, Dr. Jerry
Tucker, 8pm, Bolsean Lounge
'
Student recognlllon dInner, spm, SUB
Ballroom
"Accomadatlons,"
Idaho Public
Theatre, 8:15pm, at, 010 World
Catering
"Antigone," 8:15pm, Subal Theatre.

FtidayMar.

1

ASB Film, "Capricorn One," 8:00pm,
SPEC
"Antigone," 8:15pm, Subal Theatre
Senler Music Recital, Dave Sower,
clarinet, 8:15pm, MD 111
KAIO TV, Dr. Milton Freidman
"Acoemadatlons,"
Idaho Public
Theatre, 8:15pm, at Old World
Catering

Satutday MQd'~8
ASB Film, "Capricorn
SPEC

One'"
"

8pm

"Antigone," 8:15pm, Subal Theatre
"Accemadatlons"
Idaho, Public
Theatre, 8:15pm, at Old World
Catering
VITA, Incema tax asslatanee, team4pm, SUB
"
Baseball vs NNC, 1pm Borah High
Field
'
Gymnastics vs MSU, Nev. Reno,
7:30pm, GYM
'
.

Sunday MOt. 9
ASB Film, "Capricorn One," 6pm,
SPEC
"
KAID TV ChIlnnel 4, "Mother Wore
Tights," 2pm, Festival 80
Cancert Band, 6:15pm, Music Auditorium

Monda}' Mat. 10
Campus Forum en Draft Reglstraifon,
7:30pm, SUB Ballroom
Graduato recItal, Ronda Booth, flute,
8:15pm, MD 111

Baseball vs NNC, 3pm
Visit of Karl Paschko, public alfalrs
attache,
Republic of Germany,
through March 14
'

¥ ednesday Mar. 12
Arbiter Issue 1/23 on tha stands
ROTC open house for high school
principals and counselors
VitA Income tax asslslllnce, SUB,
3-8pm
"celd-drill" on sale at the bookstore
Baseball VB NNC, 3pm, Borah High
Field
KAID.TV, Channel 4, "Bogart," 10pm

OVERSEAS JOBS·Summer
I year
round. Europe, S. America, Australia,
Asia, Etc. All fields, $500 - $1,200
monthly. Expenoos paid. Sightsee!ng.
Free Info - Write:
'JC Box 52·57
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625
J*I
Lako Tahoe, callfornlal
Little experience. Fantastic tiP:! Payl
$1600-$3800 Bummer.
Thousands
needed. caslno'll: restaurants, ranches
cruisers, rafting, etc. send $4.95 for
application,
Info/referrals.
LAKEWOFlLD
6,
Box 60129,
sacramento, CA 95B50.
'
'(au don:t nood to be.,..or while you ara'
In school. Earn SUbstantial Income with
part.tlme work. " Excellent training,'
flexible hOurs. ,3 .c;redlt hOurs are
possible. For. more Information call
3n-0210 and talk toHlink Weatherby
or Bob Rico ar North~ern'
Mutual
Ufe:

WOMEN I
,
JOBSI
CRUISESHIPSI/SAILING
EXPEOlTIONS/SAILING CAMPS. No experl1l1lCll. Good Pay. summee,
Career. '
NATIONWIDE" WORLDWIDE' .send
$4.95 for APPLICATION/INFO/REFERRALS to CRUISEWORLD 6 BOX
60129, Sacramento, CA 95860
$50.00 reWard for Inform"tlonconcern·
Ing the thelt of a box of white karato Gis
(uniforms) from the BSU gym stage at
about 5:40 p.m. on Monday, Feb. 25.
Call Phil 343-6247, Rick 3n-0678, Jon
376-4244.
LEARNTOFLV
Most Reasonable Rates In Boise Area
Call 336-4049Alter 5 p.m ••
For Ronl' '!:I of hOIle.

Water, sewer, '
trash paid, fenced yard, control heat,
washer end, dryer, close to BSU
campus. Call Jerry !!I 3-3!HlM9.

Notice MusIcians - For Sn'e
Synkey keyboard synthesizer.
Features: 31,2 octava pratt read keyboard, '
with second touch, gold
contacts,
programming card reader, voltage
controlled ';oscillator and filter w/7
oscillator waveshapes, noise and ring
modulator, filter and·amp. envelope:J,
modulation osclllatorw/5 waveshapes.
Excellent condition' Great buyl at
$925.00. Call or wrlte: Randy Reed,
phone 454-3512, Rt. 2, Caldwell, Idaho
83605.
.. FOR SALE
SURGICAL GREENS, S,M,L,XL. Misty
Green; Shirts $8.00, pants $8.50.
Surgoos, Box 1754, Twin Falls, Idaho
63301.
'

Snve $ getting marrlllli bridal ring Nt
appraised, $1200.00 asking $900.00,
286-7143 Escle.
'

~='.

200 em Authlar C5t okla, Loch Nn

Great condo $200.00 or oller.

Sltuotlon
Wonlod.
MAID (for
residential homes) ~.50/hr.
Reltable
collegestudent. Call Susan.at385-3237
If Interested.
LOS How Is on& born again?
24 hours dally.

Call

376-5885,

LOST: small shOrt red haired' dog.
Only has· one eye.
II fQund call
345-3843 or 383-5489. Reward. .
SKI SUN VALLEVl Youth Hostlie. Bed
and Board for ~15 a night.
'The
BUNKHOUSE IG located 1 mile from
'ElkMrn ,at The Ranch ,In Sun. V8Iley.
$15 Includes 1 nights lodging, full
bread fast and dinner; For reservations
call 726-9344 or evenings call 726-9391.

WHEN THEWHALE IS IN THE
SEVENTH HOUSE .•.
You know,that Kiwi wlerdo may be
ofltlle woll In genarol, but sometlmell
00 cemes up with somo good Idees.
Take the otMr day, whOn, we were
arguing Buckmlnstor Fuller and cosmology - I was too ene who orgued.that
nelther one should hava exIsted In tho
first place - whon he ssld It was only
'the fact tllllt thO ZOroaattlons lived In
Porsla end nel In Australia that kept
kiwis from becoming a sign 01 the
ZodlllC.
' .
I opened my mouth andstoppsd. He
has a point thore, you know? Aller oil,
there oron'tmany. klndo of animals
Down Under compared to tho ml of the
world to nalOOslars an:l such oftor.
SOoner or lator they'd 1IlIV'f to' gol
al'Odndto the Kiwi, weuldn'tthey,
I
Clskod?

'

'

Oh, back'around to tho cenlHI, Tho
ASBSU movlo thl, week 10 capricorn
One, and CBprkom I,a zodiac olgn Ih8t
represents what 1Oll\. poopItJ might
think II a wlgar ,worthless creotul'll bul
which I think I. pretty ,oIld, l'IIlIabl.,
down-to-eIlrth and AII·Amerlclln. Tho
IIrsl flvo, lUCky GlMIS whO \e11 cathy lit
tho Arbltor olllce, 2nd floor SUB, which
animal Cllprtcom II .[boIol'll' 5flIn,
FrIdlllfl Willeach,bo grllnled two passes
10 the movie,·, which· h88 abSolutely
nolhlng to with' the ZodIac, or for tlWt
matlOr Buckmll1llter Fuller. WolI, net
mucII anyway .. '
Hlnl:. ·U's net a whelil'

